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POD (Point of Dispensing)-based emergency response plans involving mass 

prophylaxis may seem feasible when considering the choice of dispensing points within 

a region, overall population density, and estimated traffic demands. However, the 

plan may fail to serve particular vulnerable sub-populations, resulting in access 

disparities during emergency response. Federal authorities emphasize on the need  to 

identify  sub-populations that cannot avail regular services during an emergency 

due to their special needs to ensure effective response. Vulnerable individuals 

require the targeted allocation of appropriate resources to serve their special needs. 

Devising schemes to address the needs of vulnerable sub-populations is essential for 

the effectiveness of response plans. This research focuses on data-driven 

computational methods to quantify and address vulnerabilities in response plans 

that require the allocation of targeted resources. 

Data-driven methods to identify and quantify vulnerabilities in response plans 

are developed as part of this research. Addressing vulnerabilities requires the 

targeted allocation of appropriate resources to PODs. The problem of  resource 

allocation to PODs during public health emergencies is introduced and the variants 

of the resource allocation problem such as the spatial allocation, spatio-temporal 

allocation and optimal resource subset variants are formulated. Generating optimal 

resource allocation and scheduling solutions can be computationally hard problems. 

The application of metaheuristic techniques to find near-optimal solutions to the 



resource allocation problem in response plans is investigated. A vulnerability 

analysis and resource allocation framework that facilitates the demographic analysis 

of population data in the context of response plans, and the optimal  allocation  of 

resources with respect to the analysis are described. 
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Public health emergencies can be catastrophic to the health and well being of lo-

cal communities. These emergencies, whether natural or man-made, require a timely and

well-planned response from the local public health authorities to mitigate casualties. The

Pandemic and All Hazards Preparedness Reauthorization Act (PAHPA) [1] and the Centers

for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) [18] recommend that local public health author-

ities maintain functional response plans to treat affected communities in the event of an

emergency. A widely accepted modality of providing medical care to affected communities

during emergencies is by establishing PODs (points of dispensing), with well-defined service

areas. In order to be prepared for emergencies, response plans must be designed by identi-

fying POD facilities and scheming methods to manage their logistics. One critical aspect of

response planning is devising strategies to address the needs of vulnerable populations dur-

ing an emergency. Identifying vulnerable populations in the underlying geographic region

and allocating appropriate resources to corresponding PODs to address those vulnerabilities

can achieve this. Disparate kinds of resources, ranging from medical equipment to human

resources that may be of utility during an emergency, their spatially and temporally varying

demand, along with limited availability make the management of these resources a criti-

cal problem in response planning. Sound and functional plans to allocate the resources to

PODs must be developed to ensure preparedness for large-scale public health emergencies.

Allocation and scheduling of multiple types of resources during a large-scale public health

emergency under varying constraints with respect to demand and availability is a challenging

problem that requires development of methods that can be integrated into response planning

practices.

The White House, Congress, state, and local governments have made emergency

preparedness one of their highest priorities [91]. The Congress passed the Pandemic and

All-Hazards Preparedness Act (PAHPA) in 2006 [5] and Pandemic and All-Hazards Pre-
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paredness Reauthorization Act in 2013 [1] to improve the nations public health and medical

preparedness and response capabilities for emergencies. The CDC provide guidelines to

public health administrators to develop response plans including insights into selecting POD

facilities and their service areas, establishing and managing PODs during an emergency.

Additionally, they stress on achieving the capacity to reach every person in a community as

one of the major goals for emergency preparedness and response. PAHPA required the U.S.

Department of Health and Human Services to integrate the needs of at-risk individuals on

all levels of emergency planning, ensuring the effective incorporation of at-risk populations

into existing and future policy, planning, and programmatic documents.

The CDC recommend state and local public health administrations to be equipped

with functional emergency response plans that provide uniform access to the public across

the affected region. POD-based response plans developed by establishing placement of PODs

with consideration to the spatial distribution of population and estimated traffic demands in

the geographic region aim to provide uniform and timely POD access to the public. Although

such a plan may seem feasible, the effectiveness of the plan relies on the ability to address

the needs of vulnerable or at-risk populations that include individuals or groups whose needs

are not fully addressed by traditional service providers. The capability to identify vulnerable

populations in the region would provide insight into the resource requirements to address

their needs. The varying demand and limited availability of such resources induces the need

for special attention towards devising allocation plans for them. Further, differences in re-

quirements of subpopulations that are a consequence of disparities in their social, behavioral,

cultural, economic, and health characteristics may necessitate additional targeted resources

in a response plan. Additionally, other regular resources that are required for the operation

of a POD must be allocated and scheduled beforehand for their effective utilization and func-

tioning of the POD. The integration of methodology to identify vulnerable populations and

determine corresponding resource allocations into response planning would greatly enhance

the effectiveness of the plans during an emergency.

One of the critical aspects of an effective response plan that addresses the needs of
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vulnerable subpopulations is the ability to identify such population groups [17]. Vulnerable

or at-risk populations include groups of individuals whose access to PODs may be impeded

as a consequence of language, literacy, medical conditions and disabilities (physical, mental,

cognitive, or sensory), isolation (cultural, geographic, or social), or age. Identifying and

locating vulnerable subpopulations within the geographic region helps in quantifying the

vulnerabilities within the service area of a POD. The quantification of vulnerabilities trans-

lates to an estimate of the resource requirements at the POD. A vulnerability analysis of

the POD-based response plan of the geographic region yields insights into resource demand,

which is essential in devising an allocation plan for the resources.

Public administrators may identify different resources to address the needs and well

being of the public during an emergency. These could be general resources required in

treating the regular public, or targeted resources to address specific vulnerabilities. General

resources may include resources such as SNS assets or prophylactics, while targeted resources

may include resources such as wheelchairs or translators that serve certain population groups.

Characteristics of the underlying resources utilized vary with respect to attributes such as

capacity, temporal availability and mobility, which determine their spatio-temporal alloca-

tion strategies. The event of an emergency can lead to a significant surge in demand for

the resources. The limited availability of many of the resources and their significance in the

mitigation of casualties necessitates developing methods for their effective utilization.

Efficient utilization of the resources during an emergency may be achieved by planning

an optimal allocation of resources to PODs. However, differences in the characteristics of

resources indicate variations in the underlying allocation problem. The allocation scheme for

a resource is determined based on its characteristics. The allocation problem for immovable

resources, for instance, may be associated with a spatial component, while a spatio-temporal

problem could be more appropriate for human resources such as translators that could be

shared between PODs. Time periods for which certain resources are unavailable or transfer

times associated with moving resources between PODs can modify the resource allocation

problem. In addition to this, the objective of the allocation may influence the corresponding
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allocation scheme. Minimizing individual vulnerabilities as opposed to achieving a global

minimization, for instance, suggests modifying the allocation schemes that may be employed.

The goals of optimization, such as minimizing vulnerability, or net displacement of human

resources, or a combination of those in turn lead to variations of the resource allocation

problem. Factors such as the characteristics of the resources, objectives of the optimization

that drives the allocation, among other factors determine the allocation strategy that must

be employed. These variations of the resource allocation problem that are inherent to public

health emergencies necessitate the exploration and development of specific strategies for

optimal scheduling and allocation of resources during emergencies.

The general resource allocation problem is known to be NP-hard [62]. Scheduling of

resources further adds to the complexity. Multiple kinds of resources intrinsic to a large-

scale public health emergency coupled with large amounts of disparate data associated with

different aspects of the problem make resource allocation for a public health emergency a

computationally hard problem. The computational time required to find an optimal solution

quickly grows with the scale of the problem and it may often be infeasible in a reasonable

amount of time. This necessitates the application of heuristic or metaheuristic techniques

to find acceptable solutions, if not always optimal, in a reasonable amount of time. Meta-

heuristics have been applied to find near optimal solutions to variations of resource allocation

problems within acceptable durations [13]. The various constraints, resources and vulnera-

bilities that are a part of public health emergencies suggest exploration of the application of

appropriate metaheuristics to achieve effective response plans.

This dissertation presents data-driven computational methods to identify vulnerabili-

ties in existing response plan and address those vulnerabilities by the allocation of resources.

Computational methods to identify vulnerable sub-populations and quantify vulnerabilities

in existing response plans that lead to access disparities at PODs are described. The quan-

tification of vulnerabilities facilitates the estimation of resource demand at PODs that can

guide the appropriate allocation of resources to PODs. This research aims to investigate

resource allocation strategies for variations of resource allocation problem that are encoun-
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tered in response planning for public health emergencies. The problem of resource allocation

in public health emergencies is formulated and variants of the allocation problem such as

spatial allocation and spatio-temporal allocation are identified. An algorithm to determine

the appropriate quantities of resources to be allocated to PODs is described and its appli-

cation under various scenarios is investigated. Computational methods to allocate scarce

resources to PODs, namely, Super PODs method and Resource Scheduling method are pro-

posed. The computational complexity of the problem of generating optimal resource unit to

POD mapping while determining resource allocation solutions is discussed. Resource unit

to POD mapping problem and solutions to three resource allocation variants: spatial allo-

cation, spatio-temporal allocation and optimal resource subset problem are described. The

application of metaheuristic techniques to find near-optimal solutions to the resource alloca-

tion problem in public health emergencies and its variants is explored. This work presents a

vulnerability analysis and resource allocation framework for public health emergencies. The

integration of this framework to the RE-PLAN framework is described towards the end of

this work.

1.1. Motivation

Response plan for public health emergencies include locations in the geographic re-

gion of interest identified to house PODs, and their service areas, which are the respective

sub-regions served by those PODs. RE-PLAN, a computational framework that facilitates

design and analysis of response plans, that has introduced some recent advancements in re-

sponse planning for large-scale public health emergencies provides algorithms to determine

appropriate POD locations and service areas [45]. The RE-PLAN framework is described

in chapter 2. Equal-Population partitioning (EPP) [53], an algorithm implemented in RE-

PLAN to partition a given geographic region into equal population sub-regions, generates

uniformly populated service areas in accordance with CDCs recommendations about unifor-

mity of PODs. These equally populated service areas consist of approximately equal numbers

of individuals, thus achieving uniformity in POD design and public perception about POD

throughput. Figure 1.1(a) shows a county in North Texas that has been partitioned into
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.1. Equal population service areas and Vietnamese language vulnerability.
(a)10 equal population service areas and their corresponding PODs generated for a North
Texas county. (b)Choropleth map depicting the Vietnamese language vulnerability in the

equal population service areas of the response plan.

10 service areas using the EPP algorithm. The partitions, as depicted in the figure, have

approximately equal populated service areas, which suggest similar influx of public at each

POD. This in turn may imply an approximately identical allocation of resources to PODs.

However, such an allocation may not be accurate when considering resources allocated to

serve population groups with specific needs.

An analysis of the service areas that are a part of the plan generated using EPP

is performed to demonstrate the imbalances in vulnerable populations across the equally

populated service areas. The numbers of vulnerable individuals within the population blocks

that constitute a service area are aggregated to compute the vulnerable population numbers

in each service area. As an example, Vietnamese language vulnerability for this response

plan is computed. Vietnamese language vulnerability refers to the number of Vietnamese

language speakers who speak English not well or not at all. This data is obtained from the

American Community Survey. Figure 1.1(b) shows Vietnamese language vulnerability in

the service areas of the region with the variation in the color scheme indicating variations in

the vulnerable populations of the service areas. The variation in vulnerable populations in

service areas of the response plan in comparison to variation in the total population of the

approximately equally populated service areas is depicted in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2. Variation in population distribution and language vulnerability.
Variation in population distribution across service areas in comparison to variation in

populations of individuals with Vietnamese language vulnerability in those service areas.

The language vulnerabilities may require specific targeted resources such as trans-

lators at the POD. Imbalances in vulnerabilities within service areas suggest an allocation

that respects local requirements. Further, differences in the numbers of translators located

within a service area and the local requirement indicate moving translators between service

areas. In such a scenario, it may be of value to minimize the distance traveled by transla-

tors to their assigned PODs. Such imbalances necessitate methods to gauge demand for the

various resources that may be required during an emergency at individual PODs, and devise

methods to determine appropriate allocations.

1.2. Research Contributions

Described below are the key contributions of this research:

1. Integration of spatial vulnerability analysis and targeted resource allocation and

scheduling methodologies to enhance current response planning practices.

Current methods for designing POD-based response plans for large-scale public health

emergencies determine a spatial distribution of PODs contingent upon the underlying pop-

ulation distribution of the geographic region. While establishing the service areas for the

PODs, the focus is on obtaining uniformity in sizes of the populations they contain to facili-

tate uniform POD design and achieve the public perception of uniform POD access. However,
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the service areas may still vastly differ from each other with respect to the numbers of vul-

nerable individuals. Addressing the needs of vulnerable populations is a critical aspect of

the effectiveness of response plans; hence, special attention must be paid to locating those

population groups and addressing their resource requirements in plan design. Plans to de-

termine allocation and scheduling of resources and potential decisions such as establishing

vulnerability-specific PODs must be made as part of response plan design.

This work facilitates the analysis of existing response plans for the location and identi-

fication of vulnerable population groups. It explores methods to address these vulnerabilities

by means of allocation of specific resources. The aim is to provide methodology to facili-

tate integration of vulnerability analysis and corresponding resource allocation strategies to

current response planning practices.

2. Formulation of the variants of resource allocation problem in response planning

with respect to spatial, temporal and resource-specific characteristics and development of a

resource allocation framework that can be integrated into existing response planning frame-

works

Effective utilization of scarce resources in a timely fashion is critical to mitigating

casualties during large-scale public health emergencies. The event of an emergency can lead

to a surge in demand for resources arising from locations spread out across the geographic

region. Further, mandated timeframes for providing emergency response and the limited

availability of resources may compel time-sharing of resources. The disparate kinds of re-

sources that could be utilized during the emergency, ranging from medical equipment to

human resources could be inherently different from each other and may require different

strategies to manage them. The problem of resource allocation and scheduling is known to

be a computationally hard problem. The challenge in obtaining optimal solutions to resource

allocation problems is well recognized. Space and time constrained demand for disparate re-

sources during an emergency further contribute to the complexity of the resource allocation

problem in the context of a public health emergency.

This research identifies variations of the resource allocation and scheduling problem
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that are inherent to a public health emergency. It introduces spatial, temporal and multi-

resource aspects of the problem and explores various computational approaches and solutions

to it.

3. Investigation of the application of metaheuristic techniques to find feasible solu-

tions to variants of the computationally hard problem of resource allocation and scheduling

during public health emergencies

Deducing the optimal resource allocation and scheduling solution for most problems

is computationally hard. The spatial, temporal and multi-resource aspects of a large scale

public health emergency in conjunction with the large, disparate spatial and demographic

datasets used in designing response plans further complicate the problem. Computing an

optimal or near-optimal solution would require the application of metaheuristic algorithms.

While there may be no one metaheuristic technique that could be employed to solve the

variations of this problem, application of techniques specific to the underlying variation

may produce better quality solutions. This research explores the application of appropriate

metaheuristic techniques to find solutions to the problem of multi-resource allocation and

scheduling during public health emergencies.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE AND BACKGROUND

2.1. Literature

2.1.1. Response Planning and Preparedness

The US Congress passed the Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness Act (PAHPA)

in 2006 [5] and Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness Reauthorization Act in 2013 [1] to

improve the nations public health and medical preparedness and response capabilities for

emergencies. The White House, Congress, state, and local governments have all recognized

the importance of focusing on emergency preparedness [91]. Federal mandates require local

public health authorities to prepare response plans that specify how medications are dis-

tributed and dispensed in a timely manner [18]. Preparing for a public health emergency

involves planning to receive medical supplies, including vaccines or other prophylactics, from

regional repositories such as the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) [18]. Further, strategies

to establish and operate service facilities to treat the public during an emergency must be

developed. Planners must devise methods to distribute supplies and dispense medication to

the affected population within a stipulated time frame [18]. Various approaches for routing

and scheduling the distribution of supplies have been proposed, and strategies for the setup

and management of service facilities have been developed. Routing and scheduling for timely

delivery of medications to treatment facilities have been examined by Herrmann2009, and

strategies to distribute medication among the facilities have been explored by [60]. However,

distributing resources to the affected population within a mandated time frame remains a

challenge. One approach to address this challenge is by means of PODs. The CDC maintains

large quantities of medicines and medical supplies in repositories such as the SNS and pro-

vides them to local administrations in the event of an emergency. The CDC identified POD

based response plans as an effective method to reach populations in affected communities

and provide guidelines to public health administrators to develop response plans includ-

ing insights into selecting POD facilities and their service areas, establishing and managing
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PODs during an emergency [18].

2.1.1.1. Response Plan Design

Computational models of biological emergency events show the importance of a pol-

icy of aggressive mass treatment [55] [99] and delays in this response can lead to increased

numbers of casualties [6]. There has been increased focus on research pertaining to the

computational analysis and optimization of existing bio-emergency response plans due to

the threat of adverse events, including the accidental or deliberate release of biochemical

substances. Studies conducted to evaluate the preparedness of cities for mass dispensing of

prophylactics have highlighted the challenges of such an operation [80] [56]. Multiple con-

straints such as time, population needs, and resource availability must be considered when

building response plans. Disparate data sources may have to be utilized to retrieve and

combine information pertaining to the various components of a response plan to accomplish

this task. Public health experts need computational tools to effectively manage and use the

large amounts of data required for data driven response plan design. Further, Geographic

Information Systems (GIS) are needed to manage spatial and demographic information re-

quired to choose effective locations to host efficient dispensing points [68]. The significance

of employing computational tools in solving public health problems has been well recognized

[82]. Applications of computational tools to public health include computational systems

such as the BioSense system [14] for public health surveillance created by the CDC that

uses data from disparate sources to facilitate early detection of biological emergency events.

Ensuring preparedness for public health emergencies requires computational frameworks for

emergency response plan design.

The creation and analysis of response plans requires utilization of spatial data of a

region. This includes data pertaining to the region’s population distribution and road infras-

tructure, necessitating the use of GIS. The need to integrate computational tools and GIS

data into disaster preparedness efforts has been widely recognized [27]. Determining POD

placement and corresponding service areas is an important task in response plan creation.

RealOpt, which is a simulation and decision support system, was created to support plan-
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ning, designing and placing large-scale emergency dispensing clinics for emergency response

[59]. Surveillance systems, such as the BioSense system created by the Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention [14], use data from disparate sources to facilitate early detection of

biological emergency events. Methodology to define service area boundaries is discussed by

Coombes [21] and Schneider et al [53]. To solve the problems of spatial optimization, algo-

rithms have been proposed to solve variations of discrete [66] [79] [72] and continuous [16] [57]

[78] facility allocation problems, specifically the p-median problem with a focus on minimiz-

ing distance between facilities and customers. Research in facility location- allocation [101]

[69] has explored solutions to facility location while optimizing customer demand or other

costs associated with individuals allocated to a facility [64]. The RE-PLAN framework, de-

veloped at the Center for Computational Epidemiology and Response Analysis (CeCERA),

facilitates the design and analysis of POD based response plans [87]. RE-PLAN provides

methods to integrate spatial, population and infrastructural data and design and analyze

response plans by means of spatial partitioning algorithms and analysis techniques.

The problem of optimally placing PODs in a geographic region, so as to provide

adequate services to the population, resembles problems in the area of discrete location

science. Many problems in location science relate to the Weber problem [98], with the

objective to place a single facility in a plane. Problems in location science can be classified

into discrete and continuous location allocation problems [12]. Discrete location allocation

problems [79], [72], [66], [4], [77] can be mapped to the p-median problem, the problem

of selecting p facilities to serve a set of c customers such that the total distance between

customers and facilities is minimized. Continuous models [57], [16], [78] do not limit facility

placement to a set of candidate locations, and instead consider the entire geographic space.

As the time and processing power required to obtain solutions to these problems increase

exponentially with magnitude of the input parameters, there have been efforts to find feasible

polynomial time approximations that can be achieved by heuristic approaches [100], [22].

There has been some recent effort in the development of computational frameworks

to aid in the design of response plans for public health emergencies. A simulation and deci-
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sion support system called RealOpt was created to support planning, designing, and placing

large-scale emergency dispensing clinics for emergency response [59]. An emergency response

decision support system to assist decision makers in evaluating and building emergency re-

sponse plans, and selecting an appropriate one during an emergency event has been presented

in [88]. RE-PLAN, a computational framework developed for regional public health depart-

ments to design and analyze response plans provides methods that assist in the optimal

placement and design of PODs [45]. However, tools and methods that focus on facilitating

the identification of vulnerable populations during an emergency and the design of plans

that provide uniform access to these populations are yet to be developed.

2.1.2. Vulnerabilities and Access Disparities

PAHPA required the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to integrate

the needs of vulnerable individuals on all levels of emergency planning, ensuring the effective

incorporation of vulnerable populations into existing and future policies and planning. De-

mographic indicators of vulnerability, such as lack of personal or public transportation and

language barriers, have been identified by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

(CDC) and in the Pandemic and All-Hazards Preparedness Act (PAHPA) [1]. Additionally,

the CDC stress on achieving the capacity to reach every person in a community as one of

the major goals for emergency preparedness and response [17]. Differences stemming from

social, behavioral, cultural, economic, and health characteristics of diverse subpopulations

may induce the need for additional targeted resources in a response plan. The CDC recog-

nize language, literacy, medical conditions and disabilities (physical, mental, cognitive, or

sensory), isolation (cultural, geographic, or social), and age as major indicators of vulnera-

bility, which may impede access to the assigned PODs during a public health emergency [17].

Studies have stressed upon the additional strain on resources brought about by mass casu-

alty events [74]. Public health and policy studies assert the need to manage the allocation

of scarce resources during emergencies [93]. There have been several studies on the ethics

in allocation of scarce resources during mass casualty events [8] [43]. In order to develop

an effective response plan that minimizes access disparities for vulnerable subpopulations,
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methodology that identifies vulnerable populations and addresses their needs is critical and

has thus far not been developed.

2.1.2.1. Vulnerability Analysis

The CDC has recognized demographic attributes which serve as indicators of vul-

nerability in populations during an emergency [17][28]. The need for vulnerability analysis

is noted in scientific literature [23]. Previous work on vulnerability focused on identifying

places that needed attention to reduce the impact of hazards on populations specifically

applicable to environmental, social, and economic systems [3][2][24]. The aim of vulnerabil-

ity studies is to identify indicators of vulnerability and devise actions that will lead to the

reduction of potential harm. Studies including [63] by Loucks et. al. identify critical social,

economical, environmental and physical components that can be assessed by different indi-

cators to understand the vulnerability of the system. Conceptual frameworks, such as the

Risk-Hazard (RH) and the Pressure-and-Release (PAR) models that account for the vulner-

ability of coupled human-environment systems with diverse and complex linkages at multiple

spatio-temporal scales have been developed [95] [34]. In order to develop an effective bio-

emergency response plan that reduces access disparities for vulnerable subpopulations with

unique characteristics, methodologies that facilitate the identification of such populations to

address the aggregate needs of the population to be served must be developed.

Certain vulnerable sub-populations require special resources during an emergency to

address their specific needs. To better serve the public during an emergency, emergency

responders must be equipped with knowledge about the needs of various at-risk populations

in the community. The challenges of studying populations and identifying vulnerabilities

has been discussed in [32]. A variety of tools and methods have been developed to identify

vulnerable sub-populations. Saliba et. al. developed a tool to identify vulnerable elderly

people in a community [85]. Work by Frolich et. al. in [75] gives an overview of the state

of social science research specific to populations at risk in the context of weather forecasting

and warnings. The CDC provided guidelines to local authorities to define, locate and reach

special, vulnerable, and at-risk populations in an emergency [17]. Increase the effectiveness
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of response plans [18] requires incorporating available skills and resources, domain knowl-

edge, and communication strategies [26] into response plan design. Computational methods

that identify vulnerable population subgroups whose access to services at PODs during an

emergency is restricted due to special needs, help enhance response plan reach and efficiency.

2.1.3. Resource Allocation and Scheduling

Resources required during public health emergencies include medical care resources

such as physical items like medical supplies, drugs, beds, equipment or services like medi-

cal treatments, nursing care, palliative care and health care personnel including physicians,

nurses, psychologists, laboratory technicians, other essential workers [93]. Many of these

resources are likely to be scarce in a crisis care environment and are referred to as scarce

resource in literature. Studies such as [73] and [74] introduce and discuss principles of al-

location of scarce resources during medical and mass casualty events. Principles, practices

and guidelines for planning the use of scarce resources during a public health emergency in

Kansas are outlined in [74]. A comprehensive review of best available strategies for allocat-

ing scarce resources during mass casualty events is presented in [93]. Strategies available to

providers and policymakers to optimize the allocation of scarce resources during mass ca-

sualty events are summarized. Public health experts have emphasized on the ethics during

allocation of scarce resourcec [51]. Ethical guidelines pertaining to the allocation of scarce

resources during mass casualty events have been presented in [8] [43]. The development and

application of triage protocols in resource allocation and distribution have been discussed in

literature. The development of a triage protocol for critical care during an influenza pan-

demic is presented in [19] and application of triage protocols for early resource allocation

during emergencies is discussed in [67]. The importance of managing resources during public

health emergencies has been well recognized in public health and policy studies [17] [76]

[10]. Developing resource allocation methods for targeted resource allocation during public

health emergencies is critical to effective response planning. However, data driven methods

that facilitate the application of computational solutions to resource allocation problems in

public health emergencies are scarce.
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Research allocation in general is an area that has been well researched. The different

variants of resource allocation and scheduling problems as well as several of their application

areas have been summarized in [42]. The authors present a survey of variants and exten-

sions of the resource-constrained project scheduling problem in [42]. A review of optimal

methods developed for resource allocation and scheduling and their applications in various

disciplines is available in [62]. Approximation algorithms to solve resource allocation prob-

lems in a broader context are proposed in [7] and [15]. Researchers in constraint programing

and operations research have published a significant body of work in resource allocation and

scheduling. Constraints programing models and techniques have been extended to solve al-

location and scheduling problems. Models based on constraint programing such as the ones

presented in [9] [30] [84] have been proposed to solve variants of scheduling problems. Oper-

ations research techniques focused on mixed integer linear programming models have been

applied to resource allocation and scheduling problems [83] [104] [106]. Hybrid approaches

of constraint programing and mixed integer linear programing [92] [25] [44] [94] have been

proposed to find optimal allocation solutions with varying amounts of success.

Resource allocation and scheduling solutions have been applied to a variety of areas.

Applications of resource allocation pertaining to spatial allocation problems have been pre-

sented in [52] [54] [61] [89] [103]. Researchers have presented works [105] [37] [31] describing

methods to find optimal solutions to spatio-temporal allocation problems. Resource alloca-

tion and scheduling techniques have been applied to problems such as resource allocation

after earthquakes in [29], ambulatory service allocation in [90], optimizing homecare services

in [58] and air campaign resource allocation in [37].

2.1.4. Metaheuristics

Resource allocation and scheduling problems are known to be NP hard. Certain

variations of the resource allocation problem can be compared to well-known problems in

literature such as the stable marriage problem, college admissions problem [35] and the

hospital-residents problem [48]. Algorithms that find optimal solutions to these problems

under certain conditions have been proposed. However, a large set of variations of these
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problems are NP hard and approximation algorithms that find near-optimal solutions have

been explored in literature [65]. Approximation algorithms with varying results [46] [41] [50]

exist for variations of these problems.

Most real world problems require the development of intelligent techniques that can

compute efficient and quick solutions. Metaheuristics are widely recognized as efficient ap-

proaches for many hard optimization problems [13]. The performance of the metaheuristic

techniques in comparison to the performance of traditional linear programming methods is

often more robust and efficient [20]. Metaheuristic algorithms can be classified into single-

solution based metaheuristics and population based metaheuristics [13]. Simulated annealing

method, tabu search, GRASP method, variable neighborhood search, guided local search,

iterated local search and their variants are some of the main algorithms in this class. Popu-

lation based metaheuristics consist of the field of evolutionary computation with a focus on

evolutionary algorithms such as genetic algorithms, differential evolution and co-evolutionary

algorithms, cultural algorithms and nature inspired algorithms related to swarm intelligence

such as swarm optimization, bacterial foraging and bee colony based algorithms. [11] re-

views hybrid metaheuristics in combinatorial optimization and [81] present an empirical

study comparing the behavior of a representative set of the hybrid approaches based on

evolutionary algorithms and simulated annealing. Applications of metaheuristics to resource

allocation and real world problems such as staff scheduling, vehicle routing, constrained re-

source allocation and logistics and supply chain management are presented in [86] [102] [39]

[33].

2.2. Background

2.2.1. Replan Framework

RE-PLAN is a computational framework developed to create, analyze and optimize

emergency response plans for public health emergencies. Specifically, RE-PLAN facilitates

the placement of PODs across the region of interest and establishes the geographic region that

is being served by each POD. POD locations maybe selected to minimize the distance that

the public has to travel to receive emergency services. Population distribution and geospatial
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data of the region are utilized for the purpose of response plan creation. Data pertaining

to the infrastructure of the region, such as the road network, are utilized in analyzing the

effectiveness of the resulting response plan. Specific methods have been developed as part

of the RE-PLAN framework to enable creation, analysis and optimization of response plans

for different scenarios [70].

A response plan developed in RE-PLAN consists of a set of PODs and their respec-

tive service areas. Each POD is a location in the region of interest defined by its geographic

coordinates and attributes such as the number of service booths that the facility may accom-

modate. A service area of a POD is a portion of the region of interest that is serviced by the

POD. Service areas consist of groups of contiguous population blocks, which are geographic

entities such as represented by polygons with associated population counts. Population

blocks, for instance, can be geographic entities such as census blocks or block groups used by

the United States Census Bureau to represent populations. RE-PLAN facilitates response

plan creation by either establishing the service areas for a set or subset of user-supplied PODs

or by recommending a partitioning of the region into service areas and selecting available

POD locations for each of the service areas. Methods which determine the service areas for

a given set of POD locations are referred to as constrained methods. Unconstrained methods

partition the region into service areas and map suitable PODs to these service areas.

The response plans created using either constrained or unconstrained methods are

examined for their feasibility with respect to mandated guidelines. The feasibility of a

response plan is subject to its performance with respect to mandated time constraints and

infrastructural limitations. In general, a response plan is said to be feasible if the following

conditions hold:

• All PODs that are part of the plan are capable of serving the populations of their

respective service areas within a mandated time frame.

• The burden on roads or other public infrastructure that are used during the emer-

gency is within acceptable limits.

• The infrastructure at a POD facility can accommodate the demand exerted by the
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population of the service area.

POD analysis tools such as the traffic analyzer or the facility analyzer, which are a

part of the RE-PLAN framework, can be used to determine the feasibility of a response plan.

In this paper we have adopted a simpler form of response plan feasibility, focusing only on

a POD’s ability to serve the population of its service area in a mandated time frame.

The main components of the RE-PLAN framework are the RE-PLAN client and

the RE-PLAN spatial database. The client can be broadly structured into the following

components: plan designer, logistics calculator and plan analyzer as shown in Figure 2.1.

The plan designer provides an interface for users to specify the region of interest, select

POD locations and adjust POD configurations. Constrained and unconstrained methods to

create and optimize response plans based on selected POD locations or service areas can

be invoked through the plan designer. Once a response plan has been created, the logistics

calculator incorporates data pertaining to the infrastructure of the region, such as road

capacities or public transportation, into the response plan to facilitate analysis of the plan.

Plan analysis tools provide methods to analyze the feasibility of response plans with respect

to constraints such as time, POD capacity and infrastructural limitations of the region.

The facility analyzer examines the performance of each POD facility with respect to the

POD’s capacity and population of its service area. RE-PLAN is written in Java and uses a

PostgreSQL database with PostGIS capabilities to handle spatial data and operations. An

overview of RE-PLAN’s architecture has been described[70].

2.2.2. Response Plan Design Methods

An effective response plan must ensure that PODs are distributed across the region

of interest such that the majority of the population has access to POD facilities within ac-

ceptable proximity. At the same time, all PODs must be used efficiently, i.e., the population

of the region must be distributed among PODs such that every POD can service its assigned

population within the established time constraints, while ensuring that the PODs are not

under-utilized. To design a response plan, public health personnel may produce an estimate

of the number of PODs required for the population of the region or may furnish a list of
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Figure 2.1. Software architecture of the RE-PLAN framework.

potentially available POD locations. Simpler partitioning methods, such as the Vornoi-based

Closest POD Partitioning (CPP) algorithm described below, can produce service areas for

a given set of PODs. However, in order to develop a feasible response plan, an appropriate

selection of PODs and partitioning of the region into service areas must be determined. This

necessitates the application of advanced methodology to optimizing response plans. The

selection of PODs or partitioning of the region can be achieved by minimizing one or a com-

bination of multiple constraints. These constraints include the distance from the assigned

POD and the differences in population sizes of service areas.

The problem of developing a feasible response plan involves determining a suitable

selection of PODs and computing an optimal partitioning of the region into service areas.

This problem can be solved by employing either a constrained or an unconstrained approach

depending on the use case. Constrained methods make a selection of a subset of POD

locations from an initial set of available locations and determine their service areas. Un-

constrained methods, on the other hand, partition the region into service areas satisfying

a set of given constraints and identify POD locations in each of these service areas. The

RE-PLAN framework facilitates response plan design by making available to the user both

constrained and unconstrained methods. Table 2.1 gives an overview of the constrained and

unconstrained methods implemented in RE-PLAN.

The algorithms in RE-PLAN partition a region into non-overlapping and non-empty
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Table 2.1. Overview of response plan design methods

Method Type Input Output
Closest POD Constrained Set of n POD locations 1 : 1 mapping of POD
Partitioning locations to service areas

Facility Location Constrained Set Π of n POD locations, k selected POD locations
Selection Number k of PODs

Equal-Population Unconstrained Number k of service areas Partitioning of the region R
Partitioning into k partitions

Distance-based Unconstrained k partitions of region R, 1 : 1 mapping between
POD Mapping Set Π of POD locations k partitions and POD locations

Containment-based Unconstrained k partitions of region R, 1 : 1 mapping between
POD Mapping Set Π of POD locations k partitions and POD locations

service areas consisting of population blocks which are assigned to all or a subset of PODs

subject to one or a combination of the constraints: distance, population and resources. The

region R is defined as a set of contiguous, non-overlapping population blocks B such that

∪b∈B = R. Each population block b ∈ B is represented by its centroid centroid(b) and

has a population pop(b), such that
∑

b∈B pop(b) = pop(R). A response plan is created by

computing a partitioning P of R, such that each pi ∈ P represents a service area with

pi = {bi, · · ·, bk} where bi, bk ∈ B and pi
⋂
pj = ∅ ∀pi, pj ∈ P . The distance dist(ba, bb)

between any two blocks ba, bb is measured as the Euclidean distance between their centroids,

centroid(ba) and centroid(bb). The optimization task for the algorithms can be stated as

follows: Determine a partitioning P of size k for the region R, where k is the desired number

of service areas or POD locations chosen from a set of PODs Π, with | Π |= n , and k ≤ n

subject to the constraint set C.

The constrained and unconstrained methods for response plan design that have been

implemented in RE-PLAN are described in [45]. Equal-Population partitioning (EPP), an

unconstrained method developed to partition a region into equal-population service areas

developed based on CDC’s recommendations for uniform POD design [18], is used to develop

response plans demonstrated in this work. EPP, based on which the response plans that will

be used in the chapters that follow are designed, is described in the section that follows.
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2.2.2.1. Equal-Population Partitioning (EPP)

For the purpose of agile establishment of PODs, efficient management of person-

nel and providing uniform service across service areas, the CDC recommend developing a

uniform POD design that could be replicated at multiple locations [18]. This necessitates

service areas to consist of approximately equal numbers of individuals. EPP presents a

recursive technique to partition the geographic region R comprising of a set of population

blocks into a desired number, n, of approximately equal population partitions, based on the

continuous partitioning algorithm proposed by Jiminez et al. in [53]. EPP provides a faster

implementation of the continuous partitioning algorithm using a single-list compared to the

two-list implementation previously proposed. During each recursive step of the algorithm, a

region or sub-region R is divided into two partitions R1 and R2 with populations in the ratio

bk
2
c : k − bk

2
c, where k is the number of partitions the current region or sub-region must be

divided into. The recursion is initialized with k set to n, and k is updated to bk
2
c and k−bk

2
c

respectively for recursive calls made to partition R1 and R2. A branch of the recursion tree

halts when the number of partitions, k ≤ 1. The partitioning generated ensures that the

maximum difference between populations of any two partitions is bounded by the population

of the most populated population block in R.

The region R, which consists of the set B of population blocks can be represented to

be bounded by a polygon Ψ. The algorithm (Algorithm 1) initiates the partitioning of R into

partitions R1, R2 , R1

⋃
R2 = R and R1

⋂
R2 = φ, by choosing any two points α1, α2 ∈ Ψ

farthest apart on the bounding polygon Ψ such that dist(α1, α2) ≥ dist(αi, αj)∀αi, αj ∈ Ψ.

A list L is initialized to contain all population blocks b ∈ B, sorted in ascending order of

the block centroid’s distance from α1. Population blocks in the sorted list L are sequentially

allocated to the partition R1, until the population of R1 is not more than
b k
2
c

k
times the

population of R, where k is the number of partitions the region R must be divided into

. The set of population blocks that constitute R but are not part of R1, i.e. R − R1 are

added to the partition R2. The algorithm is in turn applied recursively on partitions R1, R2,

with the number of partitions being bk
2
c, k − bk

2
c respectively, while bk

2
c, k − bk

2
c > 1. This
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Figure 2.2. Recursion tree for EPP.
An instance of the recursion tree for EPP with k = 5 partitions. P denotes the population

of the region and leaves of the tree represent the final partitions obtained.

approach ultimately yields k partitions of R of approximately equal populations. Figure 2.2

shows the recursion tree for an instance of this algorithm with k = 5 partitions.

For the given region R, ∆max denotes the largest population difference between any

two partitions and ∆popopt represents the deviation of the population of any partition from

the optimal population size pop(R)
k

for each of the k partitions. EPP guarantees a population

distribution among the sub-regions such that ∆max ≤ 2bmax and ∆popopt < bmax, where

bmax is the population of the most populated population block. The choice of one of the two

farthest points on the polygon boundary to initiate the partitioning prevents the formation of

islands during the partitioning [53]. By iterating through a list of sorted population blocks

only until they form one of the partitions, in contrast to a complete traversal of the list

implemented by the continuous partitioning algorithm, EPP achieves a quicker run-time for

the partitioning. Once the partitions are established, they must be mapped to POD facilities

to create a feasible response plan. One way to identify feasible POD locations is to map the

service areas generated by this method to the set Π of user-provided POD locations. The

best available POD for a service area can be determined on the basis of criteria such as the

proximity to the service area. Extensions to EPP presented below provide methods that

facilitate development of feasible response plans by mapping user-supplied POD locations to

service areas generated by EPP.
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Input: A Region R consisting of a set of population blocks b ∈ B bounded by a
polygon Ψ, number of partitions k

Output: Partitioning of the region R into sub-regions R1, R2 that have populations
in the ratio bk

2
c : k − bk

2
c

/*Choose points α1, α2 that are farthest apart on Ψ*/
(α1, α2) : dist(α1, α2) > dist(αj, αj)∀αj, αj ∈ Ψ;
/*Initialize list L to the set of all population blocks*/
L = [bi]∀bi ∈ B ;
/* Sort L in ascending order of distance from α1 */
L = [bi]∀bi ∈ B : dist(α1, bp) ≤ dist(α1, bq)∀p < q and bp, bq ∈ B;
R1, R2 = null;

while SizeOf(R1) < (
b k
2
c

k
)× pop(R) do

b = L.next();
R1.add(b);

end
R2 = R−R1;
if bk

2
c > 1 then
EqualPopulationPartitioning(R1, bk2c);

end

if k − bk
2
c > 1 then

EqualPopulationPartitioning(R2, k − bk2c);
end
return {R1, R2};

ALGORITHM 1: Algorithm for Equal-Population partitioning

2.2.2.2. Equal-Population Partitioning Extension - POD Mapping

EPP determines a partitioning of the region into uniformly populated service areas,

which must be mapped to POD facilties. To facilitate the design of a feasible response plan

based on service areas generated by EPP, two approaches to map a set of user-supplied PODs

to those service areas are presented here. The first approach, distance based POD mapping,

assigns to a service area the POD closest to its centroid while relaxing the constraint that

a POD must be located within the boundary of the service area. The second approach,

containment based POD mapping, respects the boundary constraint wherever possible while

assigning PODs to service areas. It finds the closest available POD outside the boundary

when there is none available within the service area.

Distance-based POD mapping: Given a set Π of PODs and a partitioning P of the

region R, distance based POD mapping returns a 1 : 1 mapping M 〈σ, p〉, where σ ∈ Π
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Input: Partitioning P with k partitions of the Region R, Set Π of n POD locations
Output: Mapping M between partitions pk ∈ P and PODs σ ∈ Π
/*Initialize map M < partition, POD > to null*/
/*Initialize distanceMatrix [|P |] [|Π|] to null*/
/*Initialize list of available PODs L to the set Π*/
L = Π;
foreach partition pi ∈ P do

foreach POD σj ∈ Π do
distanceMatrix [i] [j] = dist(pi, σj) ;

end
end
foreach partition pi ∈ P do

while !M.has(pi) do
POD σ = findNextClosestAvailablePOD(L);
if dist(pi, σj) == min(distanceMatrix [k] [σ])∀k ∈ P then

M.add(pi, σ);
L = L− σ;

end
end

end
return M

ALGORITHM 2: Algorithm for distance-based POD mapping

Figure 2.3. Containment-based vs distance-based POD mapping.
Comparison of POD assignment by containment-based POD mapping (left) and

distance-based POD mapping (right). Solid triangle indicates the POD assigned to the
service area.
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and p ∈ P , |P | ≤ |Π|, such that the service area p is assigned POD σ that is closest to its

centroid, irrespective of whether σ is located within the boundaries of p. In the case that the

POD σ is closer to the centroid of another service area q ∈ P , σ is assigned to q. Since σ is

no longer available, p defaults to the next closest available POD. The algorithm for distance

based POD mapping is detailed in Algorithm 2.

This approach does not guarantee that the location of a POD is within its respective

service area, nor that the POD closest to a service area’s centroid is the one that is assigned

to it. Nonetheless, it presents a POD assignment where the closest available POD is assigned

to a service area.

Input: Partitioning P with k partitions of the Region R, Set Π of n POD locations
Output: Mapping M between partitions pk ∈ P and PODs σ ∈ Π
/*Initialize map M < partition, POD >*/
/*Initialize list of available PODs L to the set Π*/
L = Π;
/*Initialize list of available partitions S to P*/
S = P ;
foreach partition pi ∈ P do

List podsContained < PODs > = null;
/*Find all PODs within the partition pi*/
podsContained = contains(pi,Π);
if podsContained not EMPTY then

POD n = closest(centroid(pi), podsContained);
M.add(pi, σ);
L = L− σ;
S = s− pi;

end
end
M = M + distanceBasedPODMapping(S, L);
return M

ALGORITHM 3: Algorithm for containment-based POD mapping

Containment-based POD mapping: Given a set Π of PODs and a partitioning P of

the region R, containment-based POD mapping returns a 1 : 1 mapping M 〈σ, p〉, where

σ ∈ Π and p ∈ P , |P | ≤ |Π|. The service area p is assigned POD σ such that dist(σ, p) =

min(dist(σi, p)) ∀σi ∈ Cp, where Cp is the set of all PODs located within the boundaries of

p. If Cp is an empty set, the closest available POD outside p is assigned to σ. Essentially, the

location of a POD within a service area’s boundary is prioritized over it’s distance from the
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centroid. Service areas containing feasible POD locations are assigned the location closest

to their centroids. Once this assignment is complete, service areas with no PODs located

within them are assigned the closest available POD outside their boundaries. The algorithm

for containment-based POD mapping is detailed in Algorithm 3.

The goal of this approach is to generate a feasible response plan based on uniformly

populated service areas and user-supplied POD locations, respecting the location of a POD

within the boundaries of a service area wherever possible. Figure 2.3 shows a comparison of

POD assignment for a service area as determined by the two approaches.
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CHAPTER 3

VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS

3.1. Vulnerability and Access Disparities

Vulnerability is defined as the pre-event inherent characteristics or qualities of so-

cial systems that create potential barriers increasing the likelihood of inability to receive

appropriate communication or required services (e.g., post-exposure prophylaxis) in a given

emergency response scenario, based on the definition in [23]. In simple terms, vulnerable

individuals are those who have, in addition to their medical needs, other needs that may

interfere with their ability to access or receive needed care in an emergency. When the spe-

cial needs of vulnerable individuals are not sufficiently addressed, the response plan may fail

to serve particular sub-populations, consequently resulting in Access Disparities during the

emergency. Minimizing Access Disparities in a response plan is critical to the effectiveness

of the plan.

PAHPRA identified various population subgroups including children, senior citizens,

and pregnant women as vulnerable in the event of an emergency. Individuals who may

require additional response assistance also include those who have disabilities; live in in-

stitutionalized settings; are from diverse cultures; have limited English proficiency or are

non-English speaking; are transportation disadvantaged; have chronic medical disorders;

and have pharmacological dependencies. In the context of public health emergencies, CDC

recognizes language, literacy, medical conditions and disabilities (physical, mental, cogni-

tive, or sensory), isolation (cultural, geographic, or social), and age as major indicators of

vulnerability, which may impede access to the assigned PODs during an emergency [17].

3.1.1. Type-1 and Type-2 Vulnerabilities

The access disparities in response plans arising as a consequence of unaccommodated

vulnerabilities can be minimized by either introducing spatial modifications involving POD

facility locations and their service area boundaries or by adjusting the allocation of resources

in the response plan. Depending on the means employed to address the vulnerabilities, we de-
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fine two types of vulnerabilities: Type-1 vulnerabilities that involve changes in the placement

(location) of infrastructural components; Type-2 vulnerabilities that require adjustment of

resource allocation. Lack of access to private transportation and limited mobility are exam-

ples of Type-1 vulnerabilities that may be addressed by relocating service facilities such as

PODs or public transportation access points so as to reduce the maximum permissible or

acceptable walking distance thereby increasing the level of participation. Language barriers

and physical disabilities (immobility due to age or health) exemplify Type-2 vulnerabilities

that may require the assignment or reallocation of translators or special care personnel to

the service facilities to extend the reach of a specific response plan.

A response plan for a region includes locations of POD facilities and the respective

sub-regions served by the PODs referred to as service area. The location and design of

POD facilities are established with respect to the population composition of the sub-regions

served by the PODs. A response plan R for a region can be represented as a one-one

mapping R =< P, S >, where P is the set of PODs and S is the set of service areas which

are non-overlapping sub-regions.

Devising strategies to minimize disparities in access to PODs during an emergency

requires quantifying vulnerabilities in existing response plans. Quantification of Type-1 and

Type-2 vulnerabilities identifies populations whose needs cannot be addressed under the

current response plans and facilitates estimating the resource and infrastructural demand

imposed on PODs due to vulnerable populations. This work focuses on addressing Type-

2 vulnerabilities that require the appropriate allocation of resources at PODs to minimize

access disparities. The quantification of Type-2 vulnerabilities in an existing response plan

is described in the sections that follow.

3.2. Quantification of Type-2 Vulnerabilities

Type-2 vulnerabilities include vulnerabilities such as language barriers that can be

addressed by the appropriate assignment of resources at PODs. Resources such as person-

nel or medical equipment that address specific Type-2 vulnerabilities must be strategically

allocated to PODs to minimize access disparities in the response plan. An analysis of the
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population of the region of interest can assist in locating vulnerable population groups. A

vulnerability analysis for the various vulnerabilities that are a part of the response planning

process can be used to compute resource demand and allocate targeted resources to serve the

needs of those population groups. To estimate the resource demand at a POD, the vulnera-

bility at the POD is first computed. Each Type-2 vulnerability at a given POD is quantified

by computing the numbers of individuals susceptible to that vulnerability within its service

area. The service area of a POD is a collection of contiguous population blocks that have

population and vulnerability data associated with them. POD-wise lists of quantification

of vulnerabilities are computed for the set of Type-2 vulnerabilities of interest. The lists

generated are used to estimate the resource requirement at each POD.

3.2.1. Methods

The population blocks Bi ∈ B that are contained in service area si of POD pi, where

B is the set of all population blocks that are part of the response plan R, are identified. For a

vulnerability vj ∈ V , its quantification at pi, given by vij and referred to as the vulnerability

vj at the POD pi, is calculated by aggregating the numbers of vulnerable individuals in each

population block b ∈ Bi . The vulnerability vij, is translated to resource demand dij for vj at

pi based on the vulnerability translation list W < ra, vj, w >, where w vulnerable individuals

with the vulnerability vj are served by one unit of ra during the course of the emergency.

Type-2 vulnerabilities represented by the list V = v1, v2, . . . , v|V | are analyzed using

indicators recognized by the CDC and PAHPRA. For each POD p, a list of vulnerable pop-

ulations Q(p) = qp1, qp2, . . . , qp|V | corresponding to the list of vulnerabilities V is calculated.

qip, the quantification of vulnerability vi at a POD p is calculated by aggregating the numbers

of vulnerable individuals in each population block b ∈ Bp, where Bp is the set of popula-

tion blocks serviced by the POD p. The quantification of vulnerable populations Q having

Type-2 vulnerabilities V is used to estimate specific resource needs across the geographic

region in the response plan. Algorithm 4 shows the query used to quantify a given Type-2

vulnerability in a response plan.
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Input: String vulnerabilityName, Table serviceAreaTable, Table populationTable
Output: Table vulnerabilityByServiceArea

CREATE TABLE vulnerabilityByServiceArea(id, vulnerable)

SELECT
s.id AS id,
sum(vulnerabilityName) AS vulnerable

INTO
vulnerabilityByServiceArea

FROM
serviceAreaTable s,
populationTable p

WHERE
s.block = p.block

GROUP BY
s.id;

Return vulnerabilityByServiceArea

ALGORITHM 4: Algorithm for quantification of Type-2 vulnerabilities

3.2.2. Data

The design of response plans is driven by the utilization of diverse region-specific data

procured from multiple sources. This could include different types of data such as popula-

tion data, spatial data, or data pertaining to vulnerabilities or resources. Figure 3.1 depicts

the different types of data involved in the design of response plans that address needs of

vulnerable populations. Population data made available by sources such as the US Census

Bureau through the decennial census or the American Community Survey (ACS) provide

population counts within individual population blocks of the region. The population data,

in conjunction with spatial data corresponding to the geography of the region is utilized in

establishing partitioning of the region into service areas for PODs. Vulnerability data, con-

sisting of numbers of vulnerable individuals within population blocks are used to quantify the

vulnerabilities associated with each POD. Type-1 and Type-2 vulnerability data is obtained

from data sources such as the ACS, decennial census, or regional data sources. The presence

of access disparities due to vulnerabilities as identified by the quantification of vulnerability

is computed based on the availability of vulnerability-specific resources at PODs. Resource

data, including regional transit network data such as the data provided by transit authorities
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Figure 3.1. Vulnerability analysis: Types of data and sources.

by the means of transit feeds which consist of transit routes, schedules, and stop locations,

or volunteer data from sources such as the Medical Reserve Corps(MRC), are incorporated

into existing response plans to obtain plans that address vulnerabilities.

Multiple data sources provide data pertaining to the different aspects of response

planning. For instance, US Census Bureau provides population estimates via various sources

such as the decennial census and the ACS. These sources differ from each other in terms

of data granularity, currency and attributes provided. Ensuring consistency with respect to

spatial granularity of data and time of release across data sources is of importance. Since

the features of a geographic region such as boundaries are subject to change, and the asso-

ciated population counts may vary due to the change in boundaries or change in regional

population with time, the underlying data obtained from different sources must correspond

to approximately the same time period. Hence, different types of data employed in design-

ing a particular response plan are ensured to be representing a similar time period. For

instance, when population or vulnerability data is obtained from ACS 2009-2013, shapefiles

from 2013 that provide spatial data of the region are used. The US Census Bureau provides

geographic data at different granularities, with some data attributes available only at coarser
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Figure 3.2. Standard hierarchy of census geographic entities [96].

granularities. Figure 3.2 shows the standard hierarchy of geographic entities that define the

granularity of data. It is ensured that all the types of data used represent the same level of

spatial granularity. Finest data for population and spatial data for a region may be available

at the census block level. However, data pertaining to certain vulnerabilities may only be

available at a coarser level of granularity such as a census tract. Although data of a finer

granularity can lead to more accurate planning, the non-availability of certain types of data

at the finest granularity suggests maintaining consistency across sources to ensure correctness

of plans. Data from sources such as the decennial census may offer a finer spatial granularity

than others such as the ACS. However, the coarser data from ACS may be more current

than the decennial census. While, data from multiple sources provide a trade-off between

spatial granularity and currency of data, it is important to ensure consistency among the

selected data. In this work, response plans are designed at the level of granularity that is

satisfied by all of the underlying types of data.

3.2.2.1. Granularity Translation

Population data, based on which service areas are generated, is generally available

at a finer granularity than vulnerability data. If vulnerability data is available at a finer

granularity than the level at which service areas are constructed, vulnerability data can
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easily be aggregated to match the coarser granularity of service areas. However, vulnerability

data may not be available at the granularity at which the service areas are constructed. For

instance, service areas may be constructed at the block group level, where as vulnerability

data may be available only at census tract level, which is at a coarser granularity than

block groups, as can be seen from Figure 3.2. This could result in service areas that do

not respect census tract boundaries. The quantification of vulnerabilities, which aggregates

vulnerable populations within geographic entities, census tracts in this example, would then

have difficulty in resolving which service area a census tract must be counted as a part of. To

avoid such a scenario, the coarsest granularity among all data available can be chosen for all

kinds of data used in planning process. However, in circumstances where a finer granularity

must be used for constructing service areas, vulnerability data of coarser granularity must

be fit to the finer granularity of service areas. One simple approach to this is assigning a

geographic entity of coarser granularity such as a census tract to the service area in which

its centroid is located, whenever the tract is a part of more than one service areas. Methods

such as dividing the vulnerable population of the census tract between the service areas it is

shared by, in proportion to the area enclosed by a service area can be employed. However,

special attention must be paid to the error that may be introduced into the quantification

of vulnerabilities when these methods of granularity translation are employed.

3.2.3. Demonstration

In this section the quantification Type-2 vulnerabilities is exemplified using the region

representing the mainland of Los Angeles County, California shown in Figure 3.3. Spatial

data for this region is obtained from 2010 Tiger/Line shapefiles for Los Angeles County. Pop-

ulation counts and language vulnerability data at the census tract level are obtained from

American Community Survey 2009-2013. Figure 3.3(a) shows the population distribution of

the region representing the mainland of Los Angeles County, California at the census tract

level. This region has a population of 9893481. A response plan, referred to as Response

plan 1, is constructed for this region by partitioning it into 70 service areas using the Equal-

Population partitioning (EPP) method described in Algorithm 1. In accordance with CDC
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.3. Population distribution and Equal-Population partitioning.
(a)Population distribution of the region representing the mainland of Los Angeles county.

(b)The region partitioned into 70 equal population partitions using EPP method. Red
boundaries denote service area boundaries and colors depict the population distribution at

the census tract level.

recommendations about uniformity of PODs, EPP partitions a given geographic region into

equal population sub-regions. These equally populated partitions represent equally popu-

lated service areas that can adopt a uniform POD design. The service areas generated by

EPP for the region of study can be seen in Figure 3.3(b) with the sub-regions enclosed by the

red boundaries representing equal population service areas. In Response plan 1, centroids

of the service areas are represented as PODs that serve them. PODs and service areas in

Response plan are shown in Figure 3.4.

3.2.3.1. Type-2 Quantification

The PODs in each of the 70 service areas (Figure 3.3(b)) generated for the region

of study serve approximately equal numbers of individuals. This in turn may imply an

approximately identical allocation of resources to PODs. However, such an allocation may

not be accurate when considering resources allocated to serve vulnerable populations with

specific needs. Language vulnerability is used to demonstrate the access disparities resulting

from Type-2 vulnerabilities. Language vulnerability in this case, refers to the sub-population

representing the speakers of a specific language who speak English not well or not at all. Lan-

guage vulnerable individuals may need additional specific resources to address their needs.
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Figure 3.4. PODs and service areas in Response plan 1.
PODs and service areas in Response plan 1, generated by partitioning the region

representing the mainland of Los Angeles county into 70 equal population partitions. Red
triangles at the centroid of each service area represents its respective POD.

For instance, Spanish vulnerability refers to Spanish speakers who cannot speak English at

all or cannot speak English well.

An analysis of the service areas generated by EPP is performed to demonstrate the

imbalances in vulnerable populations across the uniformly populated service areas. Language

vulnerabilities for Spanish, Chinese, Korean and Armenian languages are quantified for the

response plan generated for the region. Figure 3.5 shows the language vulnerability for

Spanish, Chinese, Korean and Armenian languages in the service areas of the region in

relation to the approximately equal populations of the service areas. Variation in language

vulnerability at service areas for the different languages chosen can be seen in the maps of

the region in Figure 3.5.

The language vulnerabilities may require specific targeted resources such as transla-

tors at the POD. Variations in vulnerabilities within service areas, as can be seen in Figure

3.6, suggest an allocation that meets local requirements. Further, differences in the num-

bers of translators located within a service area and the local requirement indicate moving

translators between service areas. In such a scenario, it may be of value to minimize the

distance traveled by translators to their assigned PODs. Such imbalances necessitate meth-

ods to gauge demand for the various resources that may be required during an emergency
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.5. Distributions of language vulnerabilities in service areas.
Choropleth maps depicting the variations in specific language vulnerable populations in
service areas. (a) Chinese language vulnerability (b) Korean language vulnerability (c)

Spanish language vulnerability (d) Armenian language vulnerability

at individual PODs, and devise methods to determine appropriate allocations.

A response plan designed by establishing a uniform POD design and approximately

equally populated service areas may however require an allocation of resources proportional

to the POD-wise resource need identified. The availability of resources, either human or sup-

plies, may be limited during an emergency and the resources may have to be sourced from

different locations. This necessitates developing methodologies for the optimal allocation of

resources to PODs such that the resources are efficiently utilized to minimize the vulnerable

population not addressed.The effectiveness of the response plan may further be improved by
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applying methods to obtain resource allocation solutions that achieve a goal such as the min-

imization of distance between the PODs and locations from where the resources are sourced.

Resources may have to be shared between PODs due to constraints with respect to tem-

poral availability or scarcity, which necessitates scheduling of resources. Further, the same

resource may be capable of addressing multiple vulnerabilities. For instance, a nurse may

also possess the necessary skills and serve as a Spanish language translator during an emer-

gency. Allocating such a resource to a POD with a presence of Spanish language vulnerable

populations may be a better utilization of the resource. The methodology developed for the

targeted allocation and scheduling of resources to PODs should consider matching the skills

of resources to the requirement at PODs in addition to minimizing vulnerable populations

not addressed and displacement of resources. The general resource allocation problems are

known to be computationally hard [62]. The diversity in types of resources and require-

ments at PODs clubbed with constraints with respect to availability further complicate the

problem of targeted allocation of resources to minimize access disparities, necessitating the

development of computational methodology to devise feasible solutions.
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Figure 3.6. Language vulnerable vs total population in Response plan 1.
Vulnerable Chinese, Korean, Spanish and Armenian sub-populations in each service area of

Response plan 1 compared to the total population in the service area
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CHAPTER 4

RESOURCE ALLOCATION PROBLEM

4.1. Resources

Minimizing access disparities resulting as a consequence of Type-2 vulnerabilities re-

quires optimal allocation of resources at PODs. In the context of a public health emergency,

resources refer to medical care resources including physical items or health care personnel.

Physical items include medical supplies, drugs, beds and equipment. Antiviral medications,

N95 respirators, surgical masks, vaccines, and mechanical ventilators are a few examples.

Health care personnel include physicians, nurses, psychologists, laboratory technicians and

other essential workers such as drivers and HAM radio operators who provide specific services

during an emergency [93] . In this work, resources are defined as specific items or personnel

that assist the special needs of vulnerable populations at PODs during an emergency. Re-

source allocation in the context of minimizing access disparities in response plans involves

allocating appropriate resources to PODs to serve the needs of vulnerable individuals in their

service areas.

Subject to the vulnerabilities associated with the underlying population in a response

plan, the allocation may involve a variety of resources, differing in their characteristics. The

allocation of resources is governed by specific objectives of allocation, depending upon the

emergency event for which the response plan is generated and the policies and guidelines that

dictate the response to the event. Characteristics of resources such as temporal availability

and mobility and objectives of the allocation influence the resource allocation strategies

adopted. Methodologies to establish an optimal allocation of resources that achieves the

objectives of the response necessitate developing resource allocation schemes with respect

to the characteristics of the resources and objectives. The characteristics of resources that

could be involved in addressing Type-2 vulnerabilities, the different objectives that could

govern the resource allocation, and the variants of the resource allocation problem that they

could lead to are discussed next.
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Resource types relevant to addressing vulnerabilities in response plans can be classified

based on the following characteristics:

Resource Mobility: Resources that can be transferred between PODs or moved in

the geographic space of the region during an emergency are classified as resources with

mobility. Human resources such as therapists or assets such as medicines or prophylactics

are associated with mobility, while equipment used in POD setup that cannot be moved

during an emergency are not. Mobile resources can be moved in space during the emergency

facilitating a spatial allocation scheme.

Resource Availability: Resources can be classified based on their availability during

the emergency. Certain types of resource, such as medical equipment are available at all

times during an emergency, while resources such as nurses may be available only during

certain shifts. Resources that are associated with time windows of availability may have to

be scheduled to respect their availability constraints.

Resource Utility: Some types of resources can be utilized to address multiple vulner-

abilities. For instance, a nurse may also serve as a translator in some cases. The availability

of resources that can address multiple vulnerabilities can be exploited by devising allocation

schemes that optimize their utility.

4.2. Resource Allocation

The event of an emergency may impose a significant strain on resources. The limited

availability of resources such as the ones exemplified above necessitates devising strategies

to optimally allocate them to ensure their effective utilization. Goals of allocation systems

include ensuring the functioning of society, saving the greatest number of people, protecting

at-risk populations, reducing deaths and hospitalizations, and treating people fairly and

equitably [93]. To ensure the effectiveness of an emergency response plan, the number of

vulnerable individuals who cannot be provided required services during the emergency must

be minimized. The potential scarcity of resources during the emergency necessitates their

effective utilization in order to mitigate the ill effects of the emergency on the population of

the region. In the context of resource allocation with respect to a POD-based response plan
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for public health emergencies, the allocation scheme must therefore address the following

two aspects:

Resource quantity allocation: Determining the respective optimal quantities of each

kind of resource, or the number of units of the resource that should be assigned to each POD

so as to most effectively utilize the resources.

Resource unit to POD Mapping: Once the optimal quantities of resources to be

allocated to PODs are determined, a mapping between each resource unit and the POD to

which it should be assigned to must be established. Since resource units may be associated

with mobility, utility or availability-specific attributes, no two resource-units maybe identical

to each other, necessitating establishing the optimal mapping between resource units and

PODs while respecting the quantities of resources to be assigned to PODs.

4.2.1. Optimal Allocation of Resources

Limited availability of resources and increased demand during emergencies necessitate

the development of novel strategies to utilize the resources efficiently. Optimal allocation of

resources must be determined to maximize the utilization of resources. Owing to the various

kinds of resources required during emergencies and the underlying policies that govern their

utilization, the allocation of resources during public health emergencies manifests itself into a

multi-objective optimization problem. The strategy employed to find an optimal allocation

of resources is determined by the constraints on the resources and the objectives for the

allocation. The measure for optimality depends upon the objectives governed by policies

pertaining to the nature of the emergency. Constraints for the optimization problem such

as availability of resources, utility of resources with respect to vulnerabilities and location of

resources influence the methods employed to determine an optimal allocation. Objectives of

the allocation such as minimizing vulnerabilities, minimizing distance traveled by resources

and the priorities of the objectives determine the optimality measures. Listed below are

some of the factors that determine the objectives of resource allocation relevant to public

health emergencies:

• Vulnerability: Minimizing the number of vulnerable individuals whose needs cannot
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Figure 4.1. Optimal allocation of resources during an emergency.

be addressed by assigning specific resources.

• Time: Minimizing the net transit time involved in the commute of resources from

their home locations to assigned PODs.

• Preference: Minimizing the deviation of the PODs to which resource units are as-

signed to from preferred ones.

An optimal allocation of resources that meets the objectives corresponding to the

underlying emergency is obtained by employing one of the optimization strategies listed

below to compute the optimality measure: Prioritized: The optimal allocation is determined

based on the priorities established on objectives of the allocation problem. The objective

with a lower priority is considered only when all other objectives with higher priorities are

satisfied. For instance, if minimizing vulnerabilities has higher priority than minimizing

displacement of resources, an allocation that minimizes vulnerabilities is computed first

and a minimization of displacements is attempted only after establishing a minimization of

vulnerabilities. Weighted: The optimal solution is computed by means of a weighted sum of

measures of various objectives of the resource allocation problem. For instance, it could be

determined as a weighted sum of resource transit times and quantification of vulnerabilities.

Pareto: Resource allocation decisions in preparedness for public health emergencies must be
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made taking multiple objectives into consideration. In many cases, it might not be feasible

to compare the quality of two different objectives. A prioritized scoring scheme where one

objective outweighs another might not be applicable. This necessitates the construction of a

Pareto front of potential solutions. The Pareto front consists of the set of solutions that are

not dominated, or in other words, better than all other solutions they are comparable to.

The objectives of allocation in conjunction with the optimization strategies and re-

source characteristics give rise to variants of the resource allocation problem. Inclusion of

temporal constraints on resources availability and resource demand can induce variations

to the resource allocation problem: Time-varying resource availability: The availability of

resources is time dependent, necessitating scheduling of resources and computing an allo-

cation that varies in time. Human resources, for instance, may have preferences for hours

of availability, that requires determining a schedule for each of the resource units, induc-

ing a temporal component to the allocation problem. Time-varying resource demand: The

demand for resources at PODs is time dependent in this scenario. When the demand for

resources at PODs is represented as a function of time, the scheduling and allocation of re-

sources in turn must be determined in consideration of the time-varying demand. Simulating

the execution of a response plan in real-time to develop adaptive response plans may elicit

time-varying demand to the resource allocation problem.

Variants of the resource allocation problem for public health emergencies based on

the above classification of resources, objectives and temporal constraints are presented here.

Below is an overview of the variants of the resource allocation problem identified for the

public health emergencies that will be discussed in this work.

Spatial Allocation: An allocation of resources determined on the basis of the locations

of PODs and resources in geographic space. A spatial allocation of resources to PODs is

obtained with the spatial location of PODs and resources taken into consideration.

Spatio-temporal Allocation: When resources must be shared between PODs during

the course of an emergency, a schedule of resources shared between PODs must be determined

along with the spatial allocation, leading to a spatio-temporal allocation problem.
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Real-time Allocation: Due to the unexpected nature of emergencies, resource demand

at PODs may vary during the emergency. If the demand observed during the emergency is

significantly different from the anticipated demand, real-time adjustments must be made to

the allocation of resources to PODs.

Figure 4.1 summarizes the interplay of the various resource characteristics, allocation

schemes and optimization strategies that can be intrinsic to allocation of resources during a

public health emergency.

4.3. Formulation of Resource Allocation Problem

In this section, the resource allocation problem specific to addressing Type-2 vulner-

abilities in response plans is formulated. PODs in the response plan are associated with one

or more vulnerabilities arising from the presence of vulnerable populations in their service

areas. Each type of vulnerability requires a specific type of resource, introducing a resource

demand that quantifies the vulnerability. Limited quantities of resources are available and

must be allocated to PODs to address corresponding vulnerabilities. The resources may be

associated with a home location at which they are initially located at, and may be con-

strained by certain temporal availability specifications. The resources may be assigned to a

single POD or may be shared between PODs depending on their characteristics and demand.

This resource allocation problem seeks to obtain an assignment of resources to PODs such

that specific optimization goals are achieved. Listed below is the formal representation of

the terminology used:

P : Set of PODs

S : Set of service areas

M〈P,S〉 : Response plan with PODs P and service areas S

V : Set of m vulnerabilities. V = {v1, v2, . . . , vm}

V(pi) : List of vulnerabilities at POD pi. V (pi) = {vi1, vi2, . . . , vim}, where vij is the

vulnerability vj at POD pi

τ : Set of n resources. τ = {r1, r2, . . . rn}

rau : The resource unit u of the type ra
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W〈ra,vj,w〉 : Vulnerability to resource translation list for each vulnerability. W =

〈ra, vj, w〉, representing that w individuals with vulnerability vj are addressed by one unit

of the corresponding resource ra

D : Resource demand. D (pi, vj) = {dij}, where dij is the demand arising due to

vulnerability vj at POD pi

T : Set of k time intervals. T{t1, t2, . . . , tk}

T (rau) : Temporal availability of resource unit rau. T (rau) = {xaul : 1 ≤ l ≤ k},

where xaul is a boolean value that indicates the availability of the rau at time interval tl

δ (rau) : Distance traveled by resource unit rau in reaching its assigned POD

A : Allocation list . A (pi, vj) = {qij : 1 ≤ j ≤ m}, where qij is the quantity of

resource allocated to address vulnerability vj at POD pi.

S : Resource allocation solution. S = {〈rau, p〉}∀ra ∈ τ, u ∈ ra, where resource unit

rau is allocated to POD p in P

G : The allocation goal

A response plan can be represented as a mapping M〈P, S〉 between the set P of

PODs and set S of service areas. A set V : |V | = m of m vulnerabilities is identified in the

population of the region of interest. The vulnerability at a POD pi, given by V (pi) = {vij}

represents the quantification of each vulnerability vj ∈ V at POD pi. τ = {ra : 1 ≤ a ≤

n} is the set of n resource types that may be allocated to PODs pi ∈ P to address the

vulnerabilities V . Each resource type ra ∈ τ consists of a list of resource units given by

[rau] where rau represents the unit u of resource type ra and u ∈ N . The vulnerability to

resource translation list W = 〈ra, vj, w〉 denotes the resource type required to address the

vulnerabilities in V , and winR+ indicates the number of individuals with the vulnerability

vj addressed by a unit of the corresponding resource ra. The resource demand at a POD pi is

given by D (pi) = {dij}, where dij denotes the demand arising due to vulnerability vj at POD

pi. The emergency may be modeled by representing it as k time intervals T{tl} : 1 ≤ l ≤ k.

The resources in τ may be associated with temporal constraints indicated by their availability

during the k time intervals in T . The temporal availability of a unit of resource rau of the type
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Figure 4.2. Resource allocation problem in response planning.
Schematic depicting the interplay between vulnerabilities, resources and a response plan in

the resource allocation problem for response planning.

ra ∈ τ is given by T (rau) = [xaul] where l ∈ [1, k] and xaul is a boolean value that indicates the

availability of the resource unit rau at time interval tl. The resource unit rau may additionally

be associated with a home location and require to be transferred to the location of an assigned

POD, resulting in displacement of the resource given by δ (rau). The quantity of resource

allocated to a POD pi is given by A (pi) = {qij : 1 ≤ j ≤ m} where qij is the quantity of

resource allocated to address demand dij arising due to vulnerability vj at POD pi. A solution

to the resource allocation problem determines a mapping S = {〈rau, p〉}∀ra ∈ τ, u ∈ ra, where

rau is a unit of resource allocated to POD p ∈ P . An optimal solution to this problem, aims

to achieve a set G of goals where a goal g ∈ G is a case-specific target such as minimizing

number of individuals who cannot be served or minimizing the distance traveled by resource

units in reaching PODs.

The computation of resource demand at PODs for each vulnerability leads to the

following three cases to consider for resource allocation, based on the net resource availability.

Case 1: The net availability of resource ra, given by N (ra) is sufficient to meet the

demand for it at all PODs. The availability of the resource is adequate to meet the net

demand at PODs, N (ra) >
∑

pi∈P dia and net regional requirement, N (ra) >
∑

pi∈P w · vij,
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where w is the quantity of vulnerability vj addressed by a unit of resource ra. A proportional

allocation of resources to PODs can be determined to minimize the number of vulnerable

individuals whose resource needs cannot be addressed, such that:

Minimize

|P |∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

f (dij − aij)

wheref(x) =


0, if x ≤ 0

x, if x > 0

, where m is the number of vulnerabilities in V and P is the set of PODs.

Case 2: Sufficient resources are available to meet the total regional demand for re-

source ra, however this does not meet the aggregate demand from all PODs
∑

pi∈P dia. This

is represented by N (ra) <
∑

pi∈P dia and N (ra) >
∑

pi∈P w · vij. This indicates spatial or

temporal sharing of resources between PODs. To exemplify this, when the population of a

region as a whole is considered, there could be a requirement for 100 units of a resource.

However, the demand at individuals PODs could sum up to 120 units, which could result

in a shortage of resources when the requirement at the regional level is considered. This

scenario is described in more detail in Chapter 5.

Case 3: The net availability of resource ra , N (ra) <
∑

pi∈P dia, and N (ra) <∑
pi∈P w · vij. In this case the resource is scarce and the demand at all PODs cannot be met.

Cases 2,3 necessitate devising specific resource allocation schemes to determine an

optimal allocation that minimizes the number of vulnerable individuals who cannot be pro-

vided requisite resources when there is a scarcity of resources. Spatial and temporal sharing

of resources between PODs enhances the utilization of the resources available. Temporal

sharing of resources involves scheduling the resource amongst multiple PODs during the

emergency. For a given Type-2 vulnerability, one centrally located POD amongst a group of

PODs can be assigned as the POD that serves all the vulnerable populations in the service
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areas of the group it represents to spatially share scarce resources.

The optimal allocation of resources under different scenarios will be addressed in the

chapters that follow. Resource allocation strategies will be presented with respect to the two

aspects of resource allocation previously introduced, i.e. quantity of resources allocated to

each POD, and the mapping between resource units and PODs. Strategies to determine the

optimal quantities of resources to be allocated to each POD will be discussed in Chapter 5.

Methods to determine optimal mapping between resource units and PODs will be presented

in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 5

METHODS TO ADDRESS VULNERABILITY

Devising strategies to address the needs of vulnerable populations during an emer-

gency is critical to the overall effectiveness of the response plans. Minimizing access dispari-

ties in POD-based response plans arising as a consequence of Type-2 vulnerabilities requires

targeted allocation of resources at PODs. Quantity of resource allocated to each POD is

determined based on the demand for the resource and its availability in the region. The rela-

tionship between the resource demand and resource availability for each vulnerability leads

to the three cases to consider for resource allocation discussed previously. When resource

availability is sufficient to satisfy demand at each POD as illustrated in Case-1, resources

can be allocated to PODs proportional to the demand. Such an allocation strategy is pre-

sented in the section on proportional allocation below. When the regional availability is not

sufficient to satisfy the demand arising at each POD, similar to the scenarios in Case-2 and

Case-3, strategies must be developed to efficiently utilize the limited amount of resources

available. The specific issues with allocation of scarce resources and how spatial or temporal

sharing of resources between PODs can improve resource utilization will be presented in this

chapter. Super PODs method and Resource Scheduling method present strategies to provide

solutions to the scenarios resembling Case-2 and Case-3.

5.1. Proportional Allocation

Proportional allocation is applicable in scenarios resembling Case-1 where the net

availability of the resource ra: N (ra), is greater than the net demand: O (ra), with suffi-

cient resource availability to meet the demand at every POD, where O (ra) is computed as∑
p∈P dpa. In such cases, a proportional allocation of resources to PODs can be determined

to minimize the number of vulnerable individuals whose resource needs cannot be addressed.

This minimization can be summarized as follows:
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Minimize

|P |∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

f (dij − aij)

wheref(x) =


0, if x ≤ 0

x, if x > 0

, where m is the number of vulnerabilities in V and P is the set of PODs.

A simplistic method of allocating quantities of the available resource to PODs for a

given Type-2 vulnerability is to allocate resource quantities proportional to the demand at

PODs. Essentially, this means that the net resource available is proportionally distributed

among the PODs. For a Type-2 vulnerability vj, requiring resource ra, the demand for the

resource, O(ra) is given by
∑

p∈P dpa. The net availability of the resource is given by N (ra).

The quantity of resource ra allocated to a POD pi to address vulnerability vj is given by

aji = α ∗ dia, where α is the allocation ratio. Allocation ratio α is defined as the ratio of net

resource demand to net resource availability, i.e. α = O(ra)
N(ra)

.

When the resource being allocated is divisible or can be distributed in non-integer

numbers, the above method allocates resources proportional to the demand at PODs. How-

ever, in the case of resources such as nurses, translators or surgical equipment that are not

divisible and must be allocated in integer values, the quantity to be allocated to a POD must

be rounded to an integer value. If a fractional value is rounded to its ceiling, i.e. the small-

est integer not less than it, the order of allocation may influence the quantities assigned to

PODs, owing to the integer-rounding problem. The over-allocation of resources that occurs

in the process of rounding to the ceiling of a fractional value while allocating resources to

the PODs at the beginning of the process can lead to insufficient resources remaining to be

allocated to the PODs that occur later in the order. For instance, if the PODs are ordered in

the descending order of demand, the over-allocation to PODs with higher demand may lead
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Figure 5.1. Simple proportional allocation with 500 individuals per translators.
Plot depicting the resource excess at PODs obtained by simple proportional allocation
using 500 translators for Chinese language vulnerability with 500 individuals served by

each translator.

to insufficient resources remaining for the PODs with a lower demand. Figure 5.1 illustrates

this scenario where 500 translators for Chinese language are allocated to address Chinese

language vulnerability as part of Response Plan 1, the response plan consisting of 70 PODs

developed for the region representing the mainland of Los Angeles County in chapter 3 .

This region has 209232 individuals who need Chinese language translators. Theoretically,

each translator must serve 418.5 individuals to meet the regional demand. In this example,

we assume each translator serves 500 vulnerable individuals. Although there exists a feasible

allocation of 500 translators such that vulnerable populations at all the PODs can be served,

as shown in Figure 5.2, the allocation produced by simple proportional allocation is affected

by the integer-rounding problem.

The simple proportional approach may not be effective when units of resource being

allocated are not divisible. Algorithm 5 presents an approach to find a more effective resource
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quantity allocation in the case of resources that are not divisible. The resource quantity

allocation is performed in three phases. If the allocation ratio, α > 1, just enough quantities

of resources to meet the demand are allocated to PODs in descending order of demand first,

by rounding to nearest integer to minimize over-allocation. This translates to Υ (dia) units of

resource ra allocated to POD pi, where Υ (x) is the rounding function that returns the integer

closest to x ∈ R+. When α ≤ 1, rounded quantity of net available resource proportional

to demand is allocated to each POD. In the second phase, resources are then allocated to

compensate those instances where allocation was rounded to floor rather than the ceiling by

allocating one unit of resource each. The remaining resource is then allocated proportionally

in descending order of initial demand until all the available resource is allocated.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the resource allocation solution obtained by applying Algorithm

5 to allocate 500 translators to address Chinese language vulnerability in Response Plan 1

with the assumption that each translator serves 500 individuals during the course of the

emergency. The implementation of Algorithm 5, as opposed to the simplistic proportional

allcoation, produces a resource quantity allocation where all the vulnerable individuals in

all of the PODs are served as can be seen in Figure 5.2, which depicts the over-allocation

of resource at each POD. This allocation resembles Case-1 introduced in Chapter 4, where

resource availability is sufficient to satisfy demand at each POD.

Algorithm 5 is applied to produce an allocation with 500 translators for Response

Plan 1 under the assumption that each translator serves 300 individuals. 300 individuals

served by each translator is clearly lesser than the required theoretical number of 418.5

individuals served by 500 translators for Chinese language vulnerability in this response

plan and insufficient to serve the needs of all the vulnerable individuals. This scenario

resembles Case-3 where the regional availability is not sufficient to satisfy the demand.

Figure 5.3 which demonstrates this allocation clearly shows the demand not met at all the

PODs. When each translator is assumed to serve 425 individuals, marginally higher than

418.5, Algorithm 5 generates an allocation demonstrated in Figure 5.4. The net deficit of

resources at all PODs in this scenario sums up to 6 units, with 29 PODs being allocated
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Input: Net Resource N (ra), Allocation Ratio α, Demand dia∀pi ∈ P
Output: Allocation List [qia]
/*Initialize list [qia] := 0 */
/*Sort list [qia] in descending order of dia*/
net := N (ra); foreach POD pi ∈ P do

if α > 1 then
qia = Υ (dia);
net = net - qia;

end
else

qia = Υ (dia ∗ α);
net = net - qia;

end
end
foreach POD pi ∈ P do

if net > 0 AND dia −Υ (dia) > 0 then
qia = qia + 1;
net = net - 1;

end
end
if α > 1 then

foreach POD pi ∈ P do
if net > Υ (dia ∗ (α− 1)) then

qia = qia + Υ (dia ∗ (α− 1));
net = net - Υ (dia ∗ (α− 1));

end
else

qia = net;
net = 0;

end
end

end
return [qia] ;

ALGORITHM 5: Proportional allocation algorithm for resource quantity allocation

lesser resource than required. This allocation resembles Case-2, where although the resources

available are sufficient to address the need at the regional level, the need at all the individual

PODs cannot be met. In such cases where the resource is scarce or the availability is not

sufficient to meet the demand across all the PODs, a proportional allocation may not be the

most effective method to utilize the resources. This necessitates the development of methods

to more effectively utilize the limited available resources by sharing them in time between

PODs. Resource allocation methods to spatially or temporally share scarce resources are
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Figure 5.2. Case-1: 500 individuals served by each translator.
Resource excess at PODs obtained using proportional allocation algorithm with 500

individuals served by each translator. This represents Case-1 where resource availability is
adequate or more than required to meet demand at all PODs

introduced in the sections that follow.

5.2. Scarce Resources

In scenarios resembling Case-2 and Case-3 discussed previously, when the resource

required to address a specific Type-2 vulnerability is scarce, methods must be developed

to maximize the number of individuals who can be served with the available quantity of

resources. A resource is considered to be scarce when sufficient quantities of it are not

available to treat all patients that need to be treated following standard protocols of care.

Scarcity of resources is identified by the non-availability of resources to address the needs of

all vulnerable individuals. A situation in which resources are scarce requires a shift from a

model aimed at doing everything possible to address the needs of every vulnerable individual

to a model aimed at maximizing the number of vulnerable individuals served [74]. When

there are not enough resources to meet the needs of all vulnerable individuals at every POD,

the resources can be shared between PODs spatially or temporally.
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Figure 5.3. Case-3: 300 individuals served by each translator.
Resource excess at PODs obtained using proportional allocation algorithm with 300

individuals served by each translator. This represents Case-3 where resource availability at
regional level is less than required to meet demand

Super PODs method facilitates spatial sharing of resources by generating groups of

contiguous service areas that share the resources specific to a particular vulnerability at

a suitable POD, referred to as the super POD. When there are not enough resources to

fulfill the need at each POD in the response plan, the available resources are allocated to a

set of super PODs that serve groups of contiguous service areas that share these resources.

Resource Scheduling enables temporal sharing of resources between PODs. The limited

quantities of resources available are scheduled in time to be shared between the PODs during

the course of the emergency.

5.3. POD sharing (Super PODs Method)

In scenarios where the resource required to address a specific Type-2 vulnerability

in a response plan is scarce, such as those that are similar to Case-2 and Case-3 discussed

previously, it may not be feasible to allocate the required quantity of resource at every POD.
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Figure 5.4. Case-2: 425 individuals served by each translator.
Resource excess at PODs obtained using proportional allocation algorithm with 425

individuals served by each translator. This represents Case-2 where enough resource is
available at the regional level but that is insufficient to meet demand at all PODs

This necessitates maximizing the utilization of available resources. However, as observed in

the case of proportional allocation for Response Plan 1, there may be several PODs with low

resource demand. Further, when the resource is not divisible, we may encounter the integer-

problem where a full unit of resource is allocated to a POD with fractional demand. When

the resource is scarce, it is of importance that the inefficient utilization of the resource as a

consequence of integer-problem, or allocation to PODs with a very low demand is minimized.

One approach to utilize scarce resources more efficiently is grouping service areas with low

demand with those that have a higher demand to form super service areas that are served by

super PODs. The super POD is a POD selected from the PODs serving the service areas that

constitute the super service area. A super POD for a particular vulnerability is allocated

resources that serve all the vulnerable individuals within the service areas associated with

it. By allocating the resources corresponding to a particular vulnerability to a few selected

PODs rather than every POD in the response plan and treating vulnerable individuals at
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those PODs, scarce resources may be better utilized.

A response plan represented as the mapping M〈P, S〉 between the set of PODs P and

their corresponding service areas S, may be associated with a set V of Type-2 vulnerabilities

which require the set R of resources. For a given vulnerability vj ∈ V that requires a resource

ra ∈ R, which is scarce, the Super POD method generates a mapping M̂j〈P̂ , Ŝ〉 between the

set of super PODs P̂ and super service areas Ŝ. A super service area ŝ = {s} is defined as a

set of contiguous service areas s ⊂ S. A super POD p̂ associated with the super service area

ŝ is defined as p̂ = p where p is an appropriate POD selected and p ∈ M (ŝ). Super POD

method generates k super PODs and super service areas, where k <| P |, for the vulnerability

vj such that each super service area has approximately
∑|P |

i=1 vij
k

vulnerable individuals. Equal

population partitioning algorithm described in Algorithm 1 is employed on the vulnerable

population Vj in the service areas to group them into partitions representing the super service

areas Ŝ. For each super service area ŝ ∈ Ŝ, a super POD p̂ is selected such that dist (p̂, p) is

minimized where p is a POD associated with the service areas that constitute ŝ. Algorithm

6 gives an overview of the Super PODs method.

The choice of the number of super service areas to be generated for a Type-2 vulner-

ability depends upon the distribution of vulnerable individuals in the service areas of the

existing response plan. While service areas with a higher number of vulnerable individuals

may need dedicated resources, service areas with lower numbers of vulnerable individuals

can be clubbed with other low vulnerability service areas or a high vulnerability service area

to form super service areas. One way to achieve such a partitioning is to choose the number

of partitions such that the population served by each super service area is approximately

equal to the population of the service area with the highest vulnerable population. In other

words, if the total number of individuals corresponding to the vulnerability vj is τ(vj), and

the highest number of vulnerable individuals corresponding to vj are located in service area

si, the number of super service areas to be chosen is given by

k =
τ(vj)

vji
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where, vji is the number of vulnerable individuals in si.

Input: Mapping M〈P, S〉, Vulnerable populations list Vj, Super PODs number k

Output: Mapping M̂j〈P̂ , Ŝ〉
/*Initialize Mapping M̂j*/

Ŝ = EqualPopulationPartitioning(Vj, k);

foreach Super service area ŝ ∈ Ŝ do
/*Initialize List podList*/
podList = null;
foreach Service area s in ŝ do

POD p = M.get (s);
podList · add(p);

end
/*Find POD that minimizes distance to Super POD*/
minDist = MAX;
PODselectedPOD = null;
foreach POD p1 in podList do

netDistance = 0;
foreach POD p2 in podList do

netDistance+ = dist(p1, p2);
end
if minDist > netDistacne then

minDist = netDistance; selectedPOD = p1;
end

end

M̂j · put(ŝ, selectedPOD)
end

return M̂j ;

ALGORITHM 6: Algorithm for Super PODs method

Essentially, algorithm 6 groups service areas in a response plan into a desired number

of partitions representing super service areas, where, each partition consists of an approxi-

mately equal number of vulnerable individuals. The POD that is closest to the rest of the

PODs within the super service area is designated as the super POD and resources for all

of the super service area are allocated to it. Algorithm 6 returns super service areas and

corresponding super PODs based on an existing response plan for a given Type-2 vulnera-

bility. Super PODs method is used to generate super service areas and PODs for Chinese

language vulnerability based on Response plan 1. There are 209232 individuals correspond-

ing to Chinese language vulnerability in this response plan, with 36063 individuals in the
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.5. Super PODs method.
(a) Super service areas generated for Chinese language vulnerability (b) Super PODs (red

triangles) selected from the available PODs (black triangles).

service area with the highest vulnerability. This requires 6 super service areas based on

the approach presented above to estimate the number of super service areas to be chosen.

Figure 5.5(a) shows 6 super service areas generated for Chinese language vulnerability based

on Response plan 1. The super PODs selected for those super service areas are shown in

Figure 5.5(b). In this example, Chinese language translators are allocated to super PODs

to serve the vulnerable individuals in the super service areas as can be seen in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.7 shows the resource allocation solution obtained by employing algorithm 5

to allocate resources to the 6 super PODs generated above. It is assumed that each translator

serves 425 individuals in this example. It should be noted that there is no under-allocation at

any of the super PODs in Figure 5.7, in contrast to Figure 5.4 which was generated using the

same assumption of 425 individuals served by a translator, but resources were allocated to all

PODs. Super POD method presents a solution to the integer problem discussed previously.

5.4. Resource Scheduling

Temporal sharing of resources between PODs can be another approach to enhance

the utilization of a resource when the availability is scarce. Resource Scheduling facilitates

sharing of resources between PODs during the course of an emergency. The event of an

emergency is divided into uniform time intervals to enable resource scheduling. A resource
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Figure 5.6. Super PODs and super service areas generated.
Super-PODs and Super service areas generated using the Super PODs method for Chinese

language vulnerability in Response plan 1 to address scarcity of resources.

Figure 5.7. Resource quantity allocation by Super PODs method.
Plot depicting resource excess at Super PODs for Chinese language vulnerability with each

translator serving 425 individuals.
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scheduling solution determines the quantity of resource allocated to each POD during every

interval. The emergency event is represented by k time intervals t1, . . . , tk ∈ T . vjil denotes

the number of vulnerable individuals corresponding to the vulnerability vj at a POD pi

during a time interval l. The corresponding resource demand for the resource ra at a POD

pi during the time interval l is given by dail. A resource scheduling solution for resource

quantity allocation determines qail, the quantity of resource ra allocated to POD pi during

the time interval l, ∀pi ∈ P and l ∈ k . Algorithm 5 can be extended to produce a solution

for resource scheduling by providing a time-interval specific demand as input to generate a

per-interval resource quantity allocation.

Algorithm 5 is employed to produce a resource scheduling solution for Chinese lan-

guage vulnerability in Response plan 1 by providing resource demand during each interval

as input. It is assumed that each translator serves 425 individuals, and the schedule is gen-

erated for 10 time intervals in this case. In this example, it is assumed that the net resource

demand at each POD is uniformly divided to compute the demand during each time interval.

The overall resource allocation obtained for this example, in terms of net resource allocated

to each POD over the course of the emergency is shown in Figure 5.8. The net deficit of re-

sources at all PODs in this scenario sums up to 3 units, with 22 PODs being allocated lesser

resource than required. This is an improvement in comparison to the allocation without tem-

poral sharing previously discussed where the net deficit of resources at all PODs summed

up to 6 units, with 29 PODs being allocated lesser resource than required. Although, the

resource demand at each time interval was computed by uniformly dividing the net demand

at each POD, interval-specific demand can be employed to compute an efficient utilization of

resources whenever applicable. Note that, for the purpose of illustration, this example does

not consider transfer times that may be involved in moving resource units between PODs.

Table 5.1 summarizes the resource quantity allocation solutions obtained for transla-

tor allocation for Chinese language vulnerability in Response plan 1 under various assump-

tions.
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Figure 5.8. Resource quantity allocation by Resource Scheduling method.
Plot depicting resource quantity allocation solution obtained by employing Resource

Scheduling for 10 time intervals.

Table 5.1. Summary of resource quantity allocation methods

Method Naive Proportional Super PODs Resource Scheduling
Individuals 500 300 425 500 425 425

per translator
Under Allocation 16.84 197.9 6.00 0 0 3.06

(Resource quantity)
Over Allocation 98.38 0.46 13.69 81.54 7.68 10.75

(Resource quantity)
PODs 30 66 29 0 0 22

under allocated
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CHAPTER 6

RESOURCE UNIT TO POD MAPPING

Determining the quantity of resource allocated to each POD and resource unit to

POD mapping are the two aspects of resource allocation in a POD based response plan

introduced in Chapter 4. In the previous chapter, methods to determine quantities of resource

to be allocated to PODs in a response plan were presented. Another important aspect

of resource allocation, particularly applicable to allocating human resources or any other

location-sensitive resources is resource unit to POD mapping. A resource unit to POD

mapping S〈rau, p〉 , ∀rau ∈ ra , ra ∈ τ and p ∈ P is a set of resource unit and POD pairs

< 〈rau, p〉 > with rau assigned only to POD p. Resource unit to POD mapping is concerned

with determining to which POD each resource unit is allocated. In scenarios where each

resource unit being allocated is associated with a location where it is sourced from, location

of the specific POD to which it is allocated to becomes important. For instance, human

resources such as nurses are associated with a home location from where they travel to

the POD they are assigned to. Allocating a nurse to a POD closer to her home location

maybe preferred in the interest of reduced commute time and enhanced effectiveness of the

response plan. This chapter focuses on methods to determine an optimal resource unit to

POD mapping in a POD based response plan.

Generating a resource unit to POD mapping involves determining which POD each

resource unit is assigned to, given the quantity of resource to be allocated to each POD.

Appropriate quantity of resource is allocated to each POD to minimize the number of vul-

nerable individuals who cannot be provided the services they need. An optimal resource unit

to POD mapping would then translate to determining an assignment of each resource to a

suitable POD such that a secondary objective such as minimizing the net distance traveled

by the resources, or minimizing the deviation from POD preferences of resources is achieved.

To that end, an optimal resource unit to POD mapping can be determined to obtain spa-

tial or spatio-temporal allocation of resources. A spatial allocation of resources establishes
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an optimal allocation of resources in geographic space such that PODs receive appropriate

quantities of resource, while the resource units are allocated to PODs aspiring to achieve a

secondary goal such as minimizing distance to be traveled. Spatio-temporal allocation ex-

tends spatial allocation by determining a scheduling of resources at PODs during each time

interval of the response plan. When there are more resource units at disposal than required

during the emergency, the optimal subset of resource units to be selected would be an im-

portant question. The optimal resource subset problem determines an allocation consisting

of the optimal subset of resource units in this case. The spatial allocation, spatio-temporal

allocation and optimal resource subset problems will be introduced, and methods to obtain

optimal allocations will be presented in this chapter.

The methods to determine the appropriate quantity of resource to be allocated to each

POD, discussed in the previous chapter, execute in polynomial time. However, determining

an optimal mapping of resource units to PODs is computationally hard and the solution space

for such problems grows exponentially. The computational complexity of the resource unit

to POD mapping problem is discussed in this chapter, and techniques to find approximate

optimal solutions are explored. The application of metaheuristic techniques to find solutions

to the spatial and spatio-temporal allocation problems will be investigated.

6.1. Spatial Allocation

Establishing an optimal resource unit to POD mapping is a critical aspect in the

process of allocating resources to address a specific Type-2 vulnerability in a response plan,

specifically when the resource is location-sensitive. When the resource units are sourced

from different locations in the region to meet the resource quantity allocated to PODs, gen-

erating an optimal spatial mapping between resource units and PODs could be critical to

the effectiveness of the plan. Given, a response plan with appropriate quantities of resource

established to be allocated to PODs to address a specific Type-2 vulnerability, spatial allo-

cation method attempts to generate an optimal mapping of resource units to PODs, subject

to the resource quantity requirements established at PODs, such that a secondary goal such

as minimizing the net distance traveled by resource units during an emergency is achieved.
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Given a response plan R < S, P > with a set S of service areas and set P of PODs.

For a specific Type-2 vulnerability vj, that can be addressed by employing the resource ra,

the quantity of resource determined to be allocated to each POD is given by A = [qia] where

qia is the quantity of resource a at POD pi, ∀pi ∈ P . The resource ra consists of a list of

resource units given by [rau] where rau represents the unit u of resource type ra and u ∈ N .

A spatial allocation solution determines a mapping Ss〈rau, p〉 ∀u ∈ [ra], where rau is a unit

of resource allocated to POD p ∈ P . The mapping is optimal if it achieves the goal of

allocation, G, subject to the constraints of resource quantity allocation established at each

POD. Figure 6.1 illustrates the spatial allocation method.

Minimizing the net distance traveled by resource units in reaching the PODs assigned

to them, or minimizing the deviation from POD preferences of resources due to POD allo-

cation exemplify goals of allocation. For instance, if the distance traveled by a resource unit

rau to reach its assigned POD is δ (rau), goal G is defined as

Minimize

|ra|∑
u=1

δ (rau)

subject to | Ss(pi) |= qia∀pi ∈ P

where δ (rau) = dist(rau, pi), distance traveled to reach assigned POD

and Ss(pi), is the set of resource units assigned to pi

The response plan R may be associated with multiple Type-2 vulnerabilities [vj] ∈ Vs,

where Vs ⊆ V , the set of Type-2 vulnerabilities. When the set of resources τs required to

address the vulnerabilities Vs is such that any two resources ra, rb ∈ τs are disjoint, spatial

allocation can be extended to determine a mapping Ss〈rau, p〉 of all the resource units rau ∈ ra

∀ra ∈ τs to PODs p ∈ P . An optimal resource to POD mapping that achieves the goal of

minimizing the net distance traveled by all resource units in reaching their assigned PODs,

subject to each POD being allocated the established quantity of resources may then be

computed on the basis of the following minimization:
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Figure 6.1. Spatial allocation.
Schematic depicting the spatial allocation variant.

Minimize
∑
ra∈τs

|ra|∑
u=1

δ (rau)

subject to | Ss(pi) |= qia∀pi ∈ P and ra ∈ τs

where δ (rau) = dist(rau, pi), distance travelled to reach assigned POD

and Ss(pi), is the set of resource units assigned to pi

6.2. Spatio-temporal Allocation

The resource to be allocated may be associated with temporal constraints that dis-

tinguish individual resource units from each other during the course of the emergency. For

instance, resources such as nurses may be associated with shifts during which they are avail-

able. Since, not all nurses are available during every shift, they must be scheduled at PODs

with consideration to their availability during different time intervals that make up the emer-

gency event. In such cases, the event can be divided into time intervals that model the course

of the emergency. The incorporation of time intervals that model the event of the emergency
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necessitates scheduling of resources in addition to spatial allocation. Spatio-temporal alloca-

tion method facilitates the allocation and scheduling of resources to PODs. On the basis of

an allocation of resource quantities to PODs during each time-interval, a resource to POD

mapping is determined by the spatio-temporal allocation method for each time interval.

Spatio-temporal allocation method can be applied to a response plan R < S, P > that

can be modeled by k time intervals T = [t1, . . . , tk], where each tl ∈ T represents a certain

interval during the emergency event. A response plan developed for a duration of 24 hours,

for instance, can be modeled into k = 6 uniform 4-hour intervals. Resource ra, required to

address the Type-2 vulnerability vj is associated with temporal constraints specified by its

temporal availability. T (rau) = [xaut] denotes the temporal availability of a unit of resource

rau where t ∈ [1, k] and xaut is a boolean value that indicates the availability of the resource

unit rau at time interval t. The quantity of resource determined to be allocated to each

POD is given by A = [qiat] where qiat is the quantity of resource a at POD pi during a

time interval t, ∀pi ∈ P and t ∈ [1, k]. Spatio-temporal allocation determines a mapping

St〈raut, p〉 ∀u ∈ [ra] and t ∈ [1, k], where rau is a unit of resource allocated to POD p during

the time interval t such that:

p ∈ P if xabt is true

p = φ if xabt is false

An optimal spatio-temporal allocation solution is obtained by generating a mapping

St that achieves a goal G such as minimizing the net distance traveled by resource units to

reach assigned PODs from home locations, subject to the constraint of resource quantity

allocation at PODs established during each interval. Such a goal can be represented as:

Minimize

|ra|∑
u=1

k∑
t=1

δ (raut)
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Figure 6.2. Spatio-temporal allocation.
Schematic depicting the spatio-temporal variant.

subject to | St(pi, t) |= qiat∀pi ∈ P and t ∈ [1, k]

and St(raut) = φ if xaut is false

where δ (raut) = dist(rau, pi), distance traveled to reach assigned POD

St(pi, t), is the set of resource units assigned to pi at time t

St(raut), denotes POD to which rau is assigned to at time t

The above formulation describes spatio-temporal allocation to determine resource

to POD mapping for a specific resource ra. Similar to spatial allocation method, spatio-

temporal allocation can be extended to allocate multiple resources τt ⊆ τ to address multiple

Type-2 vulnerabilities Vt ⊆ V , when any two resources ra, rb ∈ τt are disjoint. Figure 6.2

illustrates spatio-temporal allocation method to determine resource to POD mapping.
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6.3. Optimal Resource Subset

In the spatial and spatio-temporal allocation problems formulated above, all the avail-

able resource units are assigned to PODs such that the allocation goal is achieved subject

to the resource quantity established being allocated at the PODs. When the number of re-

source units at disposal is greater than the net resource quantity to be allocated at all PODs,

these methods over allocate resource units. A subset of the resource units are required to

meet the resource quantity allocated at PODs in such cases. Optimal resource subset prob-

lem aims at finding an optimal subset of resource units to be allocated to PODs when the

number of resource units at disposal is greater than the net resource quantity allocated to

PODs. Optimality is contingent upon the allocation goals, similar to the ones previously

exemplified.

Each POD pi ∈ P in the response plan R < S, P > is allocated qia quantity of resource

ra to address the vulnerability vj. The net quantity of resource at disposal | ra |>
∑|P |

i=1 qia,

the net quantity of resource to be allocated to all PODs. A subset of resource units ωa ⊂ ra,

where | ωa | =
∑|P |

i=1 qia, are required to be allocated to the PODs in R. A resource to POD

mapping So〈ωau, p〉 , ∀u ∈ [ωa] and ∀p ∈ P is computed between resources in ωa and PODs

in P . The optimal resource subset problem finds an optimal subset ωa of resource units from

the set ra and a resource to POD mapping solution So that meets the allocation goal G.

The allocation goal, such as minimizing the net distance traveled by all resources in reaching

their assigned PODs can be defined as follows:

Minimize

|ωa|∑
u=1

δ (ωau)

For All ωa ⊂ ra

subject to | So(pi) |= qia∀pi ∈ P

Where δ (ωau) = dist(ωau, pi), distance traveled to reach assigned POD

And So(pi), is the set of resource units assigned to pi
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Figure 6.3. Optimal resource subset.
Schematic depicting the optimal resource subset variant.

Figure 6.3 illustrates the optimal resource subset variant. Optimal resource subset

problem can be extended to multiple disjoint sets of resources to address multiple vulnera-

bilities, in a fashion similar to the spatial allocation. Similarly, a spatio-temporal extension

of the optimal resource subset problem follows from spatio-temporal allocation described

above. A resource to POD mapping solution can be computed for each time interval by

finding an optimal subset of resource units to be allocated during each interval such that the

allocation goal is achieved.

6.4. Optimization and Complexity

A resource to POD mapping solution generated by the spatial or spatio-temporal

methods introduced above is optimal if the goal of resource unit to POD mapping is achieved,

subject to the constraints of resource quantity allocation established at each POD. The

resource allocation problem can be viewed as an optimization problem with a primary goal

of allocating the established quantity of resource at each POD, and a secondary goal of

achieving an optimal resource to POD mapping that confirms to the primary goal. The

goals of allocation in spatial and spatio-temporal allocations are examples of secondary
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goals. While a resource quantity allocation solution that meets the primary goal can be

computed in polynomial time, finding an optimal resource to POD mapping that achieves

the secondary goal can be a hard problem. The complexity of finding an optimal resource

to POD mapping is contingent upon the secondary goal. Depending on the secondary goal,

finding an optimal solution can vary from a polynomial time problem to an NP-hard one.

To interpret the computational complexity of the problem of resource to POD map-

ping, it can be translated to a similar problem, the hospitals-residents matching problem

[48]. This is a many to one extension of the well known stable marriage problem [35]. The

hospitals-residents problem consists of a set of hospitals and a set of residents (graduating

medical students) who seek to be admitted to the hospitals. Each resident provides a list

with preferences of hospitals and each hospital ranks the residents that included it in their

preferences. Hospitals have a quota indicating the number of residents they can accept. The

hospitals-residents problem aims to find optimal stable matching between hospitals and res-

idents on the basis of mutual preferences. The variations in the properties of preference lists

and the definition of optimality lead to variants of the hospital-residents problem. While

there are polynomial time algorithms to find resident-optimal or a hospital-optimal solutions,

additional criteria such as finding a balanced optimal solution or inclusion of indecisiveness

or partial orders in preferences makes the problem NP-hard [49], [47].

Resource unit to POD mapping problem can be translated to the hospitals-residents

problem. PODs, each of which has a resource quantity allocated to it, can be treated as

hospitals with a quota. Resource units, which must be assigned to PODs, are similar to

residents. Depending on the allocation goals preference lists can be generated for resource

units and PODs. Since resource units prefer being assigned to a POD closer to them, the

preference list for each resource unit is generated by ranking PODs in increasing order of their

distance from the resource unit’s home location. Resource unit ranks furnished by PODs

depend up on the allocation goal. When the allocation goal is minimizing the deviation from

the preferences of resources, PODs can rank resources in an arbitrary order to generate a

resource-optimal stable mapping. This translates to the resident-optimal matching solution
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with ties variant of the hospitals-residents problem which has a polynomial time algorithm

proposed by Irving et al.[47]. However, when the allocation goal is minimizing the net

distance traveled by all resource units, it is no longer feasible to generate a total order of

resource ranks for each POD since resource unit preferences of PODs are no longer dependent

on longer dependent on individual resources. Finding an optimal matching in such a case is

NP-hard, similar to the hospitals-residents variants with partial orders or couples in residents.

It can be observed that finding an optimal solution to the spatio-temporal allocation or

optimal resource subset problems, similarly, is NP-hard owing to the additional constraints

introduced by scheduling and combinatorics respectively.

Determining an optimal resource allocation to PODs during an emergency is a hard

problem. Approximation algorithms for the hard variants of the stable marriage problem

and hospitals-residents problem have been proposed[40] [46], some of which may be applied

to variants of resource to POD mapping problem to find approximate optimal solutions. An

alternate approach to computing acceptable solutions to hard problems is employing meta-

heuristic techniques. In this work, a resource allocation framework is presented to compute

solutions to variants of the resource to POD mapping problem. The resource allocation

framework is built upon the OptaPlanner library for metaheuristics [71]. It employs meta-

heuristic techniques to find solutions to the resource to POD mapping problems described

previously. The resource allocation framework and its application in finding solutions to

resource allocation at PODs are described in the chapter that follows.
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CHAPTER 7

RESOURCE ALLOCATION FRAMEWORK

Computing an optimal resource allocation, including resource quantity allocation and

POD to resource mapping, to address the Type-2 vulnerabilities that are a part of a response

plan is a computationally hard problem, as discussed in the previous chapter. While different

approximation algorithms in literature can be applied to find approximate optimal solutions

to resource allocation during public health emergencies, meta-heuristic techniques can be

employed to compute near-optimal solutions in a reasonable amount of time in a variety

of scenarios. Especially, when the problem size grows larger with multiple vulnerabilities,

tens of PODs and hundreds of resource units, the solution space grows exponentially and

conventional methods could take an unrealistic amount of time to compute solutions. Meta-

heuristic methods, on the other hand can approach near-optimal solutions in a reasonable

amount of time [39]. Although, it is generally difficult to either estimate or mathematically

prove the optimality of solutions produced by meta-heuristics techniques, they provide a

practical approach to finding near optimal solutions to hard problems in acceptable time

[97]. In addition to this, they can be relatively easily customized to apply to the different

variants. The methods employed to compute resource allocation solutions, specifically the

application of meta-heuristic techniques are presented in this chapter. A resource allocation

framework that facilitates addressing Type-2 vulnerabilities in response plans by means of

resource allocation is described. The framework enables quantification of vulnerabilities at

PODs to facilitate what-if analyses and estimate resource requirement at PODs. Based on

the resources at disposal, the framework facilitates generating resource allocation solutions

to produce effective response plans.

7.1. Quantifying Optimal Solutions

The primary goal of the resource allocation methods is minimizing the number of

vulnerable individuals who cannot be provided resources to address their special needs during

an emergency. Once this minimization is computed, the secondary goal of establishing an
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optimal resource to POD mapping with respect to an allocation goal such as minimizing the

distance traveled by resources in reaching their assigned PODs must be achieved. The extent

to which a goal G is achieved in a solution S is measured by means of a scoring function

σG(S) which determines a score for the solution with respect to G. The primary score for a

solution S that has the primary goal of minimizing the number of vulnerable individuals who

cannot be provided resources is given by σprimary(S). If S is a resource allocation solution

for a resource ra to address the vulnerability vj in the response plan R < S, P >, where w

units of vj are addressed by a unit of ra, the primary score is computed as:

σprimary(S) =

|P |∑
i=1

ρi

ρi =


vij− | S(pi) ∗ wa |, if vij ≥| S(pi) ∗ wa |

0, if vij <| S(pi) ∗ wa

where S(pi), is the set of resource units assigned to pi

The secondary score for S that measures a secondary goal such as minimizing the

net distance traveled by resources to reach their assigned PODs is denoted as σsecondary(S).

It quantifies the quality of the resource to POD mapping determined with respect to the

allocation goal. The secondary goal is computed, for instance in the case of spatial allocation,

as:

σsecondary(S) =

|ra|∑
u=1

δ (rau)

whereδ (rau) = dist(rau, pi), distance traveled to reach assigned POD

The quality of a resource allocation solution is measured in terms of the primary and

secondary scores. A solution with a lower score corresponding to a goal is considered to be

better with respect to that goal, than a solution with a higher score. We wish to determine
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an allocation with minimal primary and secondary scores. Once a minimal primary score is

determined, there exist multiple resource-to-POD mappings with varying secondary scores

that lead to the minimal primary score. An optimal solution is defined by: a minimal primary

score, and the minimal secondary score that can be achieved that results in the minimal

primary score. Meta-heuristic techniques are employed to find solutions to the variants of

the resource allocation problem described previously. An easy to compute feasible greedy

solution is first computed for the resource allocation. This solution is iteratively modified

and improved by a meta-heuristic solver to produce intermediate solutions in the process of

discovering a high quality resource allocation solution. The primary and secondary scores of

solutions computed are used to guide the solver in the process of finding an optimal solution.

7.2. Metaheuristics

The complexity of many of the optimization problems that are inherent to resource

allocation lead to infeasibility of exact algorithms in most practical applications. Specifically,

in scenarios where solutions are required to be not just feasible but of a higher quality,

heuristic approaches are preferred. Heuristics include methods that apply some sort of

greediness or priority based procedures and rule based operations such as insertions to find

better quality solutions. Greedy construction heuristics like those based on intuition such as

best-fit first or weakest-fit first give raise to feasible solutions that generally are not optimal.

Similarly, heuristics based on local search such as the steepest descent method produce

feasible solutions in relatively short amount of times. However, these heuristic methods

generally lead to solutions that are local optima. They tend to be trapped at the local

optima and are not capable of exploring the existence of other better solutions [97].

Meta-heuristic techniques are developed with the aim of guiding known heuristics to

overcome local optimality. Voss et. al. [97] defined meta-heuristics as“an iterative master

process that guides and modifies the operations of subordinate heuristics to efficiently pro-

duce high-quality solutions. It may manipulate a complete (or incomplete) single solution

or a collection of solutions during each of the iterations. The subordinate heuristics may be

high (or low) level procedures, or a simple local search, or just a construction method.” Meta-
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heuristic methods generally build upon a solution generated using heuristics and discover

improved solutions by exploring the solution space. Tabu search and simulated annealing

are examples of metaheuristic techniques that have been effectively used in a variety of

applications [39] [20] [11] in finding near optimal solutions to hard problems.

7.2.1. Tabu Search

Tabu search, proposed by Fred Glover [38], is a metaheuristic technique that is an

extension of local search methods developed to overcome local optima while searching the

solution space for optimal solutions. Local search involves the search of the local neighbor-

hood of a solution for better solutions, and gradually improving the quality of solutions by

in turn searching the local neighborhood of the newly discovered improved solutions. Local

search methods tend to repeatedly cycle through a set of visited solutions and get stuck

at local optima while exploring the local neighborhood of the current solution in quest of

an improved solution. Tabu search uses the idea of short-term memory to prevent cycling

when moving away from local optima through non-improving moves. Recent search history

is maintained as a list of tabu moves to forbid the search from revisiting recent moves. This

helps the search move away from previously visited portions of the search space, thus avoid-

ing cycles. Non-improving moves are allowed due to the tabu list, in contrast to classic local

search, thus attempting to avoid the pitfalls of local optima. Certain rules called aspiration

criteria, such as accepting moves that lead to a solution better than the ones yet encountered

irrespective of tabu lists, mitigate the risk of prohibiting the truly beneficial moves [36]. A

neighboring solution that is a consequence of a local move is accepted by the search if it is

not tabu or if an aspiration criterion is fulfilled. The search is terminated on the basis of

termination criteria including when a solution of an acceptable quality is discovered, or no

improvement to the best solution is discovered in certain duration of time.

The performance of Tabu search is controlled by factors such as the definition of the

local neighborhood, tabu criteria, size of the tabu list, aspiration and termination criteria.

The choice of these factors is contingent upon the problem being solved. In the case of

resource allocation variants such as spatial allocation, a move can be defined as moving the
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assignment of a resource unit from one POD to another. A tabu list could be a fixed sized

dynamic list of moves marked as tabu. The primary and secondary scores determine the

quality of solution.

7.2.2. Simulated Annealing

Simulated annealing is a metaheuristic technique that extends local search methods

by allowing moves that lead to inferior solutions. It is inspired form the process of annealing

metals. Annealing involves heating the metals and controlled cooling to reduce defects. Sim-

ulated annealing implements the concept of annealing by slowly reducing the probability of

accepting inferior solutions while the control temperature decreases as the search progresses.

The control temperature is gradually lowered as the search progresses, mimicking the process

of annealing. An inferior solution is accepted with a probability that is dependent on the

deterioration of the quality of the solution with respect to a control temperature. By accept-

ing inferior solutions and being able to vary the probability of accepting inferior solutions,

simulated annealing enables both exploration and avoiding local optima [39].

A candidate solution is randomly selected from the neighborhood of the current so-

lution. If its quality is better than the current solution it is accepted. If its quality is worse,

it is accepted with a probability that depends on the deterioration in the quality and the

current control temperature. Since control temperature is gradually reduced as the search

progresses probability of accepting inferior solutions gradually decreases. The search is more

accepting of inferior solutions initially, allowing exploration and discovery of better solutions

in newer regions. As the search advances probability of accepting inferior solutions reduces

leading to exploitation of discovered regions for better solutions[97].

Simulated annealing is controlled by the value of the control temperature, its rate of

cooling, and the selection of the neighborhood used in local search. The control temperature

is represented in units of primary and secondary scores in the resource allocation problems.

The neighborhood is defined in terms of moves of resource units between PODs to generate

candidate solutions.
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7.3. Metaheuristic Solver

Application of the metaheuristic techniques discussed requires the ability to express

problem entities in the form of solutions that can be transformed into other solutions by the

means of moves. The solutions must be measurable in terms of different scores depending on

the problem constraints. Further, the metaheuristic techniques require means to navigate the

solution space depending on the underlying parameters. Efficient application of the different

metaheuristic techniques to the variants of the resource allocation problem necessitates a

flexible and extensible metaheuristic solver. OptaPlanner is a Java based metaheuristic

solver that facilitates optimizing planning problems. It provides a platform to express and

tune different parameters and attributes corresponding to various metaheuristic techniques.

OptaPlanner is utilized as the metaheuristic solver in this work to find solutions to the

resource allocation problems.

A resource allocation solution is expressed as a planning problem with resource units

(planning entities) and PODs (planning variables). A solution consists of an assignment of a

POD to each resource unit. A new solution is computed from the current solution by means

of a local transformation referred to as a move. A move alters the POD that is assigned

to a resource unit. The neighborhood of a solution is computed by affecting a series of

well-defined moves. The solution space is explored for new solutions by the combination of

one or moves on the current solution that result in a new solution in the neighborhood. The

quality of a solution is measured in terms of primary and secondary scores. The solver applies

metaheuristics to a greedy, easy to compute solution based on the configuration parameters

provided to gradually discover improved solutions. The configuration parameters determine

the behavior of local search, selection of moves to generate a neighborhood, and acceptance

of candidate solutions. Based on the configuration parameters, the solver determines a

neighborhood for a given solution, generates candidate solutions and selects new solutions to

advance the search. On termination, it returns the best solution that has been discovered.

The best solution is the solution with the minimal primary score, and the minimal secondary

score among those that have the minimal primary score. Figure 7.1 illustrates the process
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Figure 7.1. Flowchart of the metaheuristic solver.

of the solver computing a solution.

The process of finding an optimal solution for a resource allocation problem is ini-

tiated by computing a greedy solution based on construction heuristics such as cheapest

insertion, first fit, strongest fit. The easy to compute greedy solution, which may or may

not be a feasible solution, is fed to the solver to initiate the search. The solver performs a

search based on the underlying metaheuristics to discover better solutions. Characteristics

of the metaheuristic employed by the solver are defined using the following configuration

parameters: move selectors, foragers, acceptors and termination criteria. A neighborhood is

determined for the current solution using move selectors. Moves are transformations such

as changing the POD assigned to a resource unit, swapping PODs between resource units

that lead to neighboring solutions. Move selectors define a combination of moves that can

be made on the current solution to generate new neighboring solutions. Forager selects a

suitable subset of solutions from the neighborhood to generate a candidate set of solutions.

It can be configured to select candidate solutions based on rules ranging from a random
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selection to a fixed subset of closest neighbors. Acceptor determines a subset of solutions

from the candidate solutions that can used by the metaheuristic in discovering new solu-

tions on the basis of criteria for acceptance. The tabu criteria in tabu search or control

temperature in simulated annealing are some of the criteria supplied to the acceptor. These

criteria along with the scoring functions that guide the acceptor in determining the quality

of a candidate solution are used to select the set of accepted solutions. Scoring functions

are defined to assist the solver in computing the quality of a solution. They compute the

primary and secondary scores of a given solution. Termination criteria, such as termination

after a fixed time or a fixed number of steps, or termination after achieving a pre-established

score, determine when the metaheuristic must terminate. On termination the solver returns

the best solution discovered.

To perform tabu search, the solver is configured with an acceptor that marks a certain

number of recent solutions as tabu. Forager is configured to randomly select a specified

number of solutions from the neighborhood generated by the move selector. In the case of

simulated annealing, scores representing the control temperatures for primary and secondary

scores are specified as part of the acceptor. The forager selects a specified number of random

solutions from the neighborhood selected by the move selector. However, a smaller number of

random solutions are selected than those selected for tabu search, to account for the inherent

properties of simulated annealing of being able to probabilistically select inferior solutions

and establish a balance between exploration and exploitation during the search.

7.4. Vulnerability Analysis and Resource Allocation Framework

In this section, a vulnerability analysis and resource allocation framework developed

to analyze and address Type-2 vulnerabilities in response plans is presented. Given a POD-

based response plan with a set of PODs and their service areas, this framework facilitates the

analysis of Type-2 vulnerabilities in the response plan. It enables quantification of vulner-

abilities at PODs and provides an interface that supports what-if analyses and gauging the

resource requirement at PODs. The framework facilitates expressing the resource availability

in the region of interest and provides access to resource allocation methods. The integration
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Figure 7.2. Screenshot of the interface for vulnerability analysis and resource
allocation framework.

of this vulnerability analysis and resource allocation framework into REPLAN framework in

described. Figure 7.2 depicts the interface for the framework.

For a given response plan with a set of pre-determined PODs and their service areas,

the framework enables the analysis of Type-2 vulnerabilities in the response plans. Access to

methods to quantify Type-2 vulnerabilities that lead to access disparities in response plans,

described in Chapter 3, is provided to enable the estimation of resource requirement. An

intuitive interface that demonstrates the quantification of vulnerabilities as choropleth maps

of the region and bar graphs of vulnerabilities at PODs is developed as part of the frame-

work. The interface allows expressing the availability of resources required to address the
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Figure 7.3. Illustration of the vulnerability analysis and resource allocation framework.

vulnerabilities. Details of individual resource units such as location, specific skills, schedule

of availability can be supplied. Based on the availability of resources, methods to address

vulnerability described in Chapter 5 guide in the estimation of the appropriate quantity

of resource to be allocated to each POD. Methods to determine an optimal resource to

POD mapping described in Chapter 6 are applied to determine a resource allocation. The

meta-heuristic solver, which is built into the framework, enables computing optimal resource

allocation solutions. The architecture of the framework is shown in Figure 7.3.

In order to enhance the ease of vulnerability analysis and resource allocation in re-

sponse plans and enhance their effectiveness, the framework is integrated with the REPLAN

framework for response plan design and analysis. The vulnerability analysis and resource

allocation framework retrieves a response plan along with its PODs, service areas and their

populations from REPLAN. The results of vulnerability quantification are displayed on the

mapping interface of REPLAN.

7.5. Resource Allocation Results

To illustrate the application of spatial allocation, spatio-temporal allocation and op-

timal resource subset methods to existing response plans, allocation of 500 Chinese language

translators to address Chinese language vulnerability in Response plan 1 will be examined.
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Figure 7.4. Translator pseudo-locations
Home locations for the 500 translators generated using Algorithm 1

The translators are associated with a home location and are assumed to travel from their

home locations to their assigned PODs. Figure 7.4 shows their home locations on the map of

the region of study. Since real data pertaining to the location of resources such as translators

is unavailable, for the purpose of illustration, pseudo-locations of translators are generated

to represent population centers. In order to achieve a uniform representation of translators

across the region of study, translator locations are chosen with respect to the population

distribution of the region. The region is divided into uniform population partitions, and

a translator location is assigned to the centroid of each of the partitions to represent its

population. In this case, Algorithm 1 is applied on the region of study to generate 500 equal

population partitions of the region. The centroid of each partition represents the location of

a translator.
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The meta-heuristic solver is employed to compute resource allocation solutions for the

variants of the resource allocation problem. The quality of the results obtained using Tabu

search and simulated annealing methods is examined. These results are compared against the

quality of the solution obtained using the strongest fit greedy construction heuristic for each

of the variants. Strongest fit computes a resource allocation solution by assigning the closest

available POD to each resource unit. It is assumed that each translator serves 500 vulnerable

individuals in the experiments that follow. Recall from Chapter 5 that when each translator

serves 500 vulnerable individuals in the case of Chinese language vulnerability, there exists an

allocation such that all the vulnerable individuals in the region can be served. Configuration

of the metaheuristic solver for solving spatial, allocation spatio-temporal allocation and

optimal resource subset variants using Tabu search and simulated annealing methods is

shown in Table 7.1. Strongest fit is used as the construction heuristic to generate the

initial solution in all the experiments. Tabu list size is used as the acceptor attribute for

Tabu search, with a tabu list for recently used PODs, and another list for recently used

resources. The size of these lists used in the different experiments is shown in the table.

Starting temperature, represented as scores, is the acceptor attribute in the case of simulated

annealing, with starting temperatures corresponding to primary score and secondary score.

Forager attribute indicates the number of solutions form the neighborhood generated by the

move selector to be considered as candidate solutions. Larger values of tabu list sizes and

simulated annealing starting temperatures are used for spatio-temporal allocation to account

for the larger solution space and higher expected scores. A smaller number of candidates

are selected by the forager for simulated annealing due to the inherent nature of simulated

annealing in accepting larger number of inferior solutions in the initial stages of the search

and gradually being stricter as the search progresses. The allocation results obtained for the

variants using each of the techniques are presented next.

Resource demand and resource allocated to each POD for spatial allocation variant

using strongest fit, Tabu search and simulated annealing are shown in Figure 7.5. It can be

observed that all the methods produce an allocation where no POD receives fewer resources
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Table 7.1. Configuration parameters for the metaheuristic solver

Metaheuristic: Construction Acceptor: Tabu size Forager Seconds
Tabu Search Heuristic Resource POD Candidates limit

Spatial Strongest Fit 10 4 400 1000
Spatio-Temporal Strongest Fit 15 8 200 5000
Optimal Subset Strongest Fit 10 4 400 1000

Metaheuristic: Construction Acceptor: Starting Temp Forager Seconds
Sim. Ann. Heuristic Primary Secondary Candidates limit

Spatial Strongest Fit 100 100 5 1000
Spatio-Temporal Strongest Fit 500 500 20 5000
Optimal Subset Strongest Fit 100 100 5 1000

than required. This is in agreement with the primary scores for the allocation solutions

shown in Table 7.2. Primary score, which quantifies the number of individuals who cannot

be provided the required resources, is 0 in all the cases. However, it can be noted from

Figures 7.5(b), (d),(f) that although every POD receives at least the quantity of resources

required, the methods differ in the resource excess at each POD. In other words, the methods

differ in the resource unit to POD mapping generated. The quality of the mapping produced

can be determined using secondary score, measures the net distance to be traveled by all the

translators in reaching their assigned PODs in the allocation solution. Normalized secondary

score shown in Table 7.2 is computed by normalizing the scores produced to a scale of 0 to

1. A score of 0 represents 0 km traveled by all resource units in reaching their assigned

PODs, while 1 indicates the maximum net distance obtained when each translator travels

to their farthest POD, which is 40713.11 km for the response plan in study. The normalized

secondary score if each translator is assigned to the nearest POD is 0.041 for this scenario.

The From Table 7.2, strongest fit produces a normalized secondary score of 0.352, which is

much inferior to the scores produced by Tabu search and simulated annealing. Tabu search

and simulated annealing produces superior values at 0.158 and 0.1577 respectively.

The response plan is modeled into 10 uniform time intervals for spatio-temporal

allocation. Resource demand is uniformly distributed across the time intervals. Further, for

the purpose of illustration, it is assumed that translators travel from their home locations

to PODs for every assignment. Table 7.3 shows the results obtained on the application of
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 7.5. Resource quantity allocation for spatial allocation
Resource demand (blue) and resource allocated (red) at PODs: (a) Strongest fit (c) Tabu

search (e) Simulated annealing . Resource excess at each POD after the allocation (b)
Strongest fit (d) Tabu search (f) Simulated annealing
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Table 7.2. Spatial allocation

Method Individuals Primary Score Secondary Score
per translator (normalized) (normalized)

Tabu Search 500 0 0.1581
Simulated Annealing 500 0 0.1577

Strongest Fit 500 0 0.3572

Table 7.3. Spatio-temporal allocation

Method Individuals Primary Score Secondary Score
per translator (normalized) (normalized)

Tabu Search 500 0 0.229
Simulated Annealing 500 0 0.243

Strongest Fit 500 0 0.357

Table 7.4. Optimal resource subset

Method Individuals Primary Score Secondary Score
per translator (normalized) (normalized)

Tabu Search 500 0 0.15
Simulated Annealing 500 0 0.1491

Strongest Fit 500 0 0.3553

the 3 methods. Primary scores are 0, indicating that needs of all the vulnerable individuals

are addressed in each of the allocations. Tabu search and simulated annealing produce an

improved allocation compared to the heuristic based strongest fit method.

It can be observed from Figure 7.5 that a spatial allocation of 500 translators with

the assumption that each translator serves 500 individuals in the response plan in study pro-

duces an over allocation at PODs. Optimal resource subset method determines the subset

of resources to be allocated to avoid an over allocation. The results from the application of

Tabu search, simulated annealing and strongest fit methods to solve optimal resource subset

problem are shown in Table 7.4. Each of these methods produces an allocation where 454

translators are utilized form the set of 500 available ones. However, the set of 454 transla-

tors chosen differs between the allocations. Strongest fit construction heuristic produces a

normalized secondary score of 0.3553. Tabu search and simulated annealing produce much

improved solutions with normalized secondary scores of 0.15 and 0.1491 respectively.

The allocation solutions obtained by the application of the different methods shown
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that while construction heuristics produce feasible solutions, they may not be close to optimal

solutions. While it is difficult to estimate the most optimal solution that can be obtained,

metaheuristic techniques such as Tabu search and simulated annealing significantly improve

the quality of solutions that can be obtained within a reasonable amount of time.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION

8.1. Discussion

Broader Scope: A framework to analyze vulnerabilities in existing response plans

for public health emergencies and establish optimal resource allocation plans to address

the vulnerabilities is presented in this dissertation. While this work has been presented

in the context of POD-based response plans for public health emergencies, it can be easily

extended to other kinds of emergency response planning needs such as equipping hospitals in

a region to supplement regular functioning during regional health emergencies. Essentially,

the framework facilitates demographic analysis on pre-determined catchment areas or sub-

regions of a given region, and provides methods to allocate resources subject to the underlying

demographics and allocation goals. The framework can be extended to support planning

needs in domains out of the context of public health or emergency response, such as inventory

distribution in retail.

Vulnerability analysis has been demonstrated using the example of language vul-

nerability in the population. Vulnerability analysis can however be performed on other

demographic attributes such as age or existence of disabilities. While vulnerability analysis

can include a variety of demographics, their inclusion is contingent upon the availability

of data. Data at the census tract level was utilized to design response plans and analyze

vulnerabilities in this dissertation since the data specific to languages spoken is available at

the census tract level. When data pertaining to the required demographic attributes is not

available at the granularity of the response plan, granularity translation methods such as

the method described in Chapter 3 may be used to estimate data at different granularities.

Attention must be paid to the error in the values obtained due to estimation when applying

such methods. Similarly, resource allocation has been exemplified using translators as the

resource. Allocation schemes can be established for other types of resources such as medical

and non-medical equipment.
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Metaheuristic Solver: Selection of the metaheuristic solver rather than customized

algorithms to solve individual resource allocation problems makes the framework flexible

and extensible. Although metaheuristic techniques do not guarantee optimality and it is dif-

ficult to compute a theoretical bound to the quality of the solution produced, they generally

produce good quality solutions within a reasonable amount of time, and suit many practi-

cal applications. Configuration of the solver can be adjusted by changing the configuration

parameters to apply appropriate metaheuristic techniques. The adoption of metaheuristic

solver to compute optimal or near-optimal resource allocation solutions allows easily incor-

porating a variety of variants to the resource allocation framework. Spatial, spatio-temporal

and optimal resource subset variants with vulnerability minimization and distance mini-

mization goals have been described in this dissertation. Scoring functions can however be

modified to accommodate different allocation goals.

Allocation Goals:Minimizing distance of translators to PODs has been utilized as

the secondary goal in the formulation of variants of the resource allocation problem. Here

distance refers to one-way straight-line distance between POD location and translator loca-

tion. The distance measure can be replaced by shortest transit distance, or shortest time

by computing shortest distance routes or shortest time routes between pairs of locations

for either a one-way or a round-trip. It was assumed in the spatio-temporal variant, that,

translators return to their home location after an assignment to a POD at the end of a

time interval for the purpose of simplicity. The scoring function can be modified to include

POD-to-POD transfer distances when a resource is allocated to a different POD at the end

of a time interval. While the secondary goal has been exemplified by distance, other metrics

such as skill level, preferences, or ability to serve in multiple roles during the emergency can

be adopted. The experimental evaluation of spatio-temporal allocation assumed availability

of all translators during all time intervals. However, the framework can generate spatio-

temporal allocation for a scenario such as one where translators are associated with shifts

during which they are available. Further, the net resource demand at a POD was uniformly

distributed across all PODs for the purpose of illustration. Non-uniform resource demand,
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such as the demand estimated based on simulations of the emergency during different times

of the day, can be applied.

Data: The population data used in constructing response plans and resource alloca-

tion schemes is sourced from American Community Survey, which provides data based on

residential information. Although, this data provides valuable insights towards planning,

the execution of a response plan could be impacted by changes in population distribution in

the region at different times. For example, due to work hours during the daytime, daytime

distribution of population could be different form nighttime distribution. Similarly weekend

distribution could differ from weekday distribution. While these differences can be included

in the planning process, such data could be difficult to procure. Estimating temporal vari-

ations in regional population distributions is an active area of research. Developments in

availability of data pertaining to temporal variations in regional population distribution can

significantly enhance planning capabilities.

Improved Plans: This work assumes the existence of feasible response plans with

POD locations and service areas already determined. Vulnerability analysis and resource

allocation are performed on these existing plans. However, planning is an iterative process

with response plans being continually improved through what-if analyses. The results from

vulnerability analysis and estimation of resource demand can prompt actions that lead to

changes in PODs or service areas of existing plans. Vulnerability analysis and resource

allocation results can lead to actions such as establishing dedicated PODs to serve certain

sub-populations, or merging or dividing existing PODs. For instance, scarcity of resources

can prompt adoption of methods such as the Super PODs method to furnish a vulnerability-

specific set of PODs and service areas. Inclusion of alternate ways to serve vulnerable

populations such as mobile PODs or mobile resource units can modify existing plans.

8.2. Future Work

8.2.1. Multi-Utility Resources

Resource allocation has been exemplified with translators required to serve language-

vulnerable individuals who cannot converse well or converse at all in English. During an
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emergency, it may be more effective to ensure that other personnel such as nurses, physicians

or therapists assigned to a POD are more likely to speak the language spoken by a majority

of the population in its service area. Further, it is possible that, when the need arises,

personnel such as nurses or therapists assigned with other specific roles can perform the

tasks of a translator. Resource allocation for plans involving such multi-utility resources

that can be utilized to address more than one vulnerability necessitate developing methods

that maximize their utility. For instance, a nurse who is fluent in Spanish may be assigned

to a POD that has Spanish vulnerable population to improve the utility of the resource.

This work can be extended to devise resource allocation schemes that involve multi-utility

resources, so as to achieve the goal of maximizing resource utility.

8.2.2. Integration with MRC or Other Resource Data Sources

Local public health departments maintain documents or datasets with details of vol-

unteers whose services could be employed during an emergency. The details could include

skills of volunteers, their preferences, their locations etc. This data could be procured from

sources such as Medical reserve Corps (MRC). While these datasets could include prefer-

ence, skill, or location data that is utilized by the resource allocation framework, there is

currently no consistent standard for representing such data. Manually extracting resource

information from such datasets and employing data processing tools is required to format

them to the input format required by the resource allocation framework. Intelligent infor-

mation extraction and retrieval tools can be integrated to the framework in future to extract

the resource specific information required to devise allocation schemes. Further, a standard

for representing data specific to resources that can be utilized during an emergency may be

developed in the future. Such a standard if adopted by different organizations such as MRC

or the American Red Cross that assist during emergencies, can streamline the process of

resource allocation.
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8.2.3. Real-time Resource Redistribution

Response plans are designed by identifying POD facilities to serve populations, es-

tablishing their service areas and allocating resources to PODs based on expected resource

demand. However, the unpredictable nature of emergencies can bring forth unexpected

volatility in resource demand that could render the pre-designed response plans ineffective

during the emergency. This necessitates the development of a self-adaptive system that

re-allocates resources during an emergency by transferring them between PODs to meet

volatility in resource demand based on real-time feedback from PODs. The goal of such a

system would be to optimize real time resource redistribution by minimizing resource in-

adequacies at PODs while minimizing resource displacement during the emergency. The

implementation of a self-adaptive resource redistribution system would require developing

an architecture that facilitates communication between PODs to make effective real time

decisions.

8.3. Summary

POD-based response plans involving mass prophylaxis may seem feasible when con-

sidering the choice of dispensing points within a region, overall population density, and

estimated traffic demands. However, the plan may fail to serve particular vulnerable sub-

populations, resulting in access disparities during emergency response. Federal authorities

emphasize on the need to identify sub-populations that cannot avail regular services during

an emergency due to their special needs to ensure effective response. Vulnerable individuals

require the targeted allocation of appropriate resources to serve their special needs. Devising

schemes to address the needs of vulnerable sub-populations is essential for the effectiveness

of response plans. This work focuses on data-driven computational methods to quantify

and address Type-2 vulnerabilities in response plans that require the allocation of targeted

resources.

Data-driven methods to identify and quantify Type-2 vulnerabilities in response plans

are presented. The quantification of vulnerabilities facilitates vulnerability analysis on exist-

ing response plans. By quantifying the vulnerabilities in service areas of PODs in a response
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plan, the demand for resources is estimated. Quantification of vulnerabilities is exemplified

by language vulnerability, which refers to the sub-populations that cannot speak English at

all or speak English well that hampers their access to services at PODs during emergencies.

Vulnerability analysis is demonstrated on a response plan generated for the region repre-

senting the mainland of Los Angeles County using Spanish, Chinese, Korean and Armenian

language vulnerabilities.

Addressing Type-2 vulnerabilities requires allocating appropriate resources to PODs.

Quantification of vulnerabilities enables estimation of the demand for resources at PODs.

The problem of resource allocation to PODs during public health emergencies is introduced.

The variants of the resource allocation problem such as the spatial allocation and spatio-

temporal variants are formulated. Proportional allocation algorithm to determine the ap-

propriate quantities of resources to be allocated to PODs is described. The application of

this algorithm to different scenarios of resource availability is examined. The challenges that

could arise in determining the appropriate quantity of resource to be allocated to each POD

are discussed. Super PODs and Resource Scheduling methods are introduced to provide

solutions to the special case of allocating scarce resources during an emergency.

While determining the appropriate quantity of resource to be allocated to each POD is

computationally inexpensive task, establishing the optimal resource-unit to POD mapping

can be a hard problem. Depending on the goals of allocation, and objectives of resource

unit to POD mapping, finding an optimal mapping can be an NP-hard problem. The

complexity of the problem of determining an optimal resource unit to POD mapping is

discussed. Resource allocation solutions to the spatial allocation, spatio-temporal allocation

and optimal resource subset problems are described. The application of metaheuristics to

find near optimal solutions to these hard problems in reasonable amounts of time is explored.

A metaheuristic solver to find solutions to the resource allocation variants is presented.

A framework for vulnerability analysis and resource allocation in emergency response

plans is introduced. The interplay of computational methods developed to quantify vul-

nerabilities, determine resource quantities to be allocated to PODs, and application of the
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metaheuristic solver to find optimal resource allocation solutions is discussed. The inte-

gration of this framework into RE-PLAN, the response-planning framework developed at

the Center for Computational Epidemiology and Response Analysis, University of North

Texas is described. The performance of Tabu search and simulated annealing metaheuristic

techniques in finding optimal resource allocation solutions involving 500 Chinese language

translators to address Chinese language vulnerability in the response plan designed for the

region representing the mainland of Los Angeles County is examined.
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